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The sasswood ordeal of poison presents a divinatory ritual which has been used in criminal cases by the traditional African of Sierra Leone and Liberia. For at least six hundred years, the peoples of these present countries have imposed this strictest of ordeals on...
their moral transgressors; and the practice has survived, despite the
protestations of nineteenth-century missionaries and the encroachment of
the western world.

The investigation of the historical evidence of the sasswood ordeal
among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa has three basic purposes.
First, because of the paucity of interpretive data on the sasswood ordeal,
the primary purpose of the thesis has been to more clearly delineate the
meaning, characteristics, and functions of this poison ordeal as well as
the swearing of oaths among the peoples of Sierra Leone and Liberia by
amalgamating historical and more contemporaneous evidence. To this end,
the distribution of the ordeal was considered; and descriptions were
made of the various characteristics of the trait-complex—the poison’s
action, the ritual and ceremonial aspects, the sasswood specialist, the
accusations made in connection with the ordeal as well as indigenous
myths of origin of the ordeal. Intracultural correlations were then
presented to demonstrate the interdigitation of the elements in a culture
in relation to the ordeal. Finally, some functions, other than the obvi-
ous guilt-determining aspect, were presented to demonstrate the various
ways in which it had been used historically.

A second purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate the intrinsi-
cally conservative qualities of the ordeal as an aspect of religion and
law. By assessing the impact of specific historical influences in the
region of the West Atlantic tribes, such as Islam, colonialism, slavery,
and urbanization, it was shown that no significant change had been wit-
nessed through the six-hundred-year period of the historical record. In
concluding this aspect, it was noted that certain "weaknesses" in the
historical record—such as its being "piecemeal" and recorded only infrequently—caused problems in interpreting what appeared to be an intrinsically conservative nature of the asswood ordeal.

A third purpose, related to the second, was the application and assessment of "ethnohistoriographic" techniques, that is, those specific methods of historical scholarship utilized by the ethnographer in investigating past cultures. The limits of the use of the ethnohistoriographic techniques included observational bias (which was readily accountable, dealing as it did with hyperbole), the preoccupation with "sensational" data (which provided disparities, over-emphases in the historical record), as well as political motivations such that national prejudice frequently determined the "interpretation" placed on the ordeal. In addition, it was noted that because the asswood ordeal may be classified as "esoterica," the record for this practice was generally spotty; and this fact affected interpretations on the actual change manifested in the trait-complex.

The main contribution made by this study has been to afford future readers with a composite and relatively complete source of information on one specific type of poison ordeal practiced among the West Atlantic tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia.
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The West Atlantic Tribes
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

If I have been guilty of this crime,
If I have gone and sought such a one's hurt,
If I have sent another to seek such a one's hurt,
If I have employed anyone to make charms and cook bush,
Or put anything in the road,
Or to touch his cloth,
Or to touch his yams,
Or to touch his goats,
Or to touch his fowls,
Or to touch his children,
If I have prayed for his hurt,
If I have thought to hurt him in my heart,
If I have any intention to hurt him,
If ever, at any time, I do any of these things,
Or employ others to do these things,
Then, o God! Thou deal with me!

West African Oath

An esteemed Senator, learned in the law, has called the lie-detector test "twentieth century witchcraft," and in very nearly the same breath has demanded that his witnesses "swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God." In the first case, certain physiological responses such as pulse rate, respiration, and perspiration are measured to ascertain guilty knowledge or lying in the individual when asked questions, since it is thought that these autonomic responses occur outside of human self-control. In the


2Senator Sam Ervin, Senate Select Committee on Campaign Activities, June, 1973.
second case, an ancient ritual of taking an oath on a sacred object, such as the Bible, is being performed, so that if an untruth is told, God will seek His appropriate revenge. Yet the effect is the same in both cases: the guilty will be exposed, one way or the other, through the apparent actions of extra-human controls.

These practices are universals, though they come in different guises; and their aspects among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa\(^3\) will be presented in the thesis, not as twentieth-century (or seventeenth-century or fifteenth-century) witchcraft, but as long-standing, currently viable practices, vital to the societies of that region in many ways. External sanctions and judgments are manifested through the actions of the supernatural in the ordeals and oaths performed by the indigenes of Sierra Leone and Liberia. For at least six hundred years, the peoples of these present countries have imposed one of the strictest of ordeals—the sasswood ordeal of poison—on their moral transgressors; and the practice has survived, despite the protestations of nineteenth-century missionaries and the encroachment of the western world. That this practice has survived at all would attest to its alleged success and efficacy in the view of those who utilize it.

I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The investigation of the historical evidence of the sasswood ordeal among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa has three basic purposes.

1. Because of the paucity of interpretive data on the sasswood

\(^3\)See page 15.
ordeal and oath-swatting, the primary purpose of this thesis will be to more clearly delineate the meaning, characteristics, and functions of this poison ordeal as well as the swearing of oaths among the peoples of Sierra Leone and Liberia. By amalgamating historical and more contemporary evidence from these areas, it will be possible to afford a more complete picture of the practices than has been previously provided. In addition, the relationship of these legal-religious divinatory procedures to the operation of the whole of the culture will be explored.

2. A second purpose of this thesis will be to demonstrate the intrinsically conservative qualities of the ordeal and oaths as aspects of religion and law. By assessing specific historical influences in the region of the West Atlantic tribes, such as Islam and colonialism, it will be shown that no significant change has been witnessed through the six-hundred-year period of the historical record. This fact, it will be demonstrated, might be related to certain deficiencies in the historical record which might give the appearance of the lack of change. However, it will be possible to conclude that the basic tenacity and adaptability of the ordeal and oath complex is evident through time, substantiating the existence of a highly persistent trait-complex.

3. A third purpose will be the application and assessment of "ethnohistoriographic" techniques, that is, those specific methods of historical scholarship utilized by the ethnographer in investigating past cultures. The principal research source in the case of the sawwood ordeal has been historical, written documents. There are limits to the use of this methodology which shall be discussed in the section on "Methodology" in this Introduction.
One of the principal assumptions to keep in mind in reading this thesis lies in the difference between a trait and a trait-complex. Traits and trait-complexes are "ideal" material for an historical study in that "the historical viewpoint focuses attention on unique, or specific, objects and events in time and in place. In ethnology, it deals with cultural elements as they have actually existed ... recording their chronological and spatial story." The minimum significant unit of culture capable of being isolated in time and in space is called a trait, and interrelated traits are grouped into a trait-complex. For this reason of its specificity, the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearings were regarded concurrently as linked trait-complexes. Oath-swearings and ordeals could have been treated independently as a trait-complex, for each, as an item of cultural behavior, can be broken into further constituent elements or traits. Because of the co-incidence of these two trait-complexes among the West Atlantic tribes, however, they were considered as a single trait-complex.

There were two main reasons for having chosen the subject of a specific kind of ordeal for the present study. First of all, in approaching any topic historically, one is faced with a distinct problem: what is of interest to the present reader and researcher was not necessarily of comparable interest to the earlier recorder of events. Where the present author would find the etiology, function, and ideology of legal-religious cultural practices of prime importance and

---


5 Ibid.
interest, the early observer of West African religions and laws would more likely be attracted by and subsequently record the sensational as he came across it: the sacrifices, the elaborate rituals, the cannibalism, and the ordeals. These were not everyday occurrences in the western European explorer's life, and they therefore caught his notice. He was content to record what he saw, too, through his own "cultural eyes," and this limited the accurate description of what he did, in fact, perceive. Discrepancies among the reports are witness to this fact. These matters, however, are subject to discussion in a later section of this chapter. Oaths and ordeals were chosen for diachronic study because of their "sensational" quality, which meant historically that they were recorded, and for their appeal to the author in terms of functional considerations and the relation to the persistence of the trait-complex.

The second motivation for choosing the topic of ordeals lies in the fact that they have been and are possessed with a quality of the sacred in that supernatural sanctions are the means through which they are alleged to operate. The fact that ordeals are regarded as the intercession of non-ancestral spirits in matters of jurisprudence would lead to the assumption of their resilience to change which might not be evidenced in more vulnerable or structurally malleable elements of culture, such as material items. Things that are revered die hard; and when considered with the manifold functions of the oath-ordeal complex, what this author hopes to demonstrate is the innate religious conservatism of the practices.
II. THEORY

In anthropological research the historical approach ideally presents as the study in the field of a single culture over a long period of time, preferably a decade or more, in order to ascertain the true characteristics of that culture as well as to postulate on the nature of Culture. This method utilizes well-known specifics such as direct observational data on ritual forms, religious beliefs and the like, obtained through the intensive, first-hand investigations to extrapolate to the more general. Over the extended duration of this field work, one could notice changes in form and in function; and these changes would necessarily require explanation.

The approach of historical ethnography, used in this thesis, has as its purpose a similar tenet: exploring a single culture or culture area from a more literally historical perspective through the perusal of historical (written) sources in order to assess such change as might have occurred in the culture over an even longer period of time and from a distance betrayed by both time and space. The problems in such research are implicit—the lack of first-hand knowledge or appraisals, observational bias, differential interest on the part of the recorder, and other factors which render the work of the historical ethnographer subject to questions of interpretation. At least a partial purpose of this thesis has been to assess the problems of what shall be termed ethnohistoriography in relation to the definition of and interpretation of a finite aspect of a specific cultural group.

The historical approach to the study of legal practices such as the sasswood ordeal and oaths among the West Atlantic tribes has the purpose of observing the occurrence of change through the diachronic methodology of the historian. The auxiliary use of the functionalist approach in the historical methodology will be necessary to explain the nature of the persistence of the practices.

III. METHODOLOGY

The subject of this thesis will be to explore and to define the nature of a specific cultural practice by the historical survey of that practice in a particular geographic region. For the purpose of definitional accuracy, two terms would seem to be appropriate to describe the methods employed in the thesis.

"Historical ethnography" has been described as follows.

The reconstruction of a synchronic, ethnographic description of a past stage of a culture, especially a description based on written documents contemporary with that stage. The aim (of this approach) would be to parallel as closely as possible what would be manifest in field ethnography, even though the evidence is not what the anthropologist has himself observed, overheard, and been told, but rather what others, non-anthropologists, have learned and written down.

This definition should be altered to state that only one trait-complex is considered and over a long period of time, not a "temporal isolate," such that the study becomes both diachronic and particularist. This may be termed limited historical ethnography. This has been achieved by piecing together often incomplete historical reports of the sasswood ordeal and concomitant oath-swearings from different historical periods

so that one may obtain the total picture of the practice from its begin-
nings in the historical record to the present.

Because the initial investigations were conducted by non-anthropo-
logists, it is the task of historical ethnographers in researching a
single item of culture or a whole society to use the method that will be
termed "ethnohistoriography." This author will define ethnohistorio-
graphy as the specific techniques and methods utilized by an anthropolo-
gist to research a specific topic in culture history, viewed diachroni-
cally, for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of culture change.
By using such a technique the goals and methods of the historian and the
ethnographer are more clearly reconciled. The diachronic, chronological,
dynamic view of the historian concerns itself with the process in a cul-
ture and the events which manifest this process. Process involves a
continuum of facts and events which each interdigitate and affect the
others, and history reveals the substance of this process. Ethnography,
on the other hand, is concerned with the study of a culture synchroni-
cally, and characteristically statically, in that the ethnographers, with
few exceptions such as Paul Radin, have been unable or unwilling to in-
vest in the intensity of research and length of field work which would
make the study at one and the same time synchronic (particularistic) and
diachronic (historical). The historical ethnographer, ideally working
in both the field or library and archives, affords the approaching re-
conciliation of a dynamic historical methodology and the cultural
specificity of the ethnographer.

8 Leopold Pospisil. The Nature of Law (Eugene: University of Oregon,

9 Radin, op. cit.
This thesis will not be concerned principally with the problems of ethnohistoriography; but in order to clarify the approach used in its study, some of the specific ethnohistoriographic problems and considerations encountered should be recorded since they in turn affect conclusions made regarding the persistence of the sasswood ordeal among the West Atlantic tribes. The items discussed at this point are not a complete list of all problems encountered in historical ethnography, but it will be descriptive of them as they pertain to the specific topic at hand. The more specific problems would logically differ in each topic of culture history as well as the region being studied.

The most obvious source of information for the investigation of the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing among the West Atlantic tribes is the utilization of historical, written sources. The historical record in this region of Africa is a particularly fruitful area of study because West Africa especially has been the focus of continued contact by Indo-Europeans since the first centuries of the Christian era. While none of the earliest records made note, even inferentially, of the ordeals and oaths practiced, due to the fact of these recorders' preoccupation with aspects of trade and the writing of "travelogues," there is a substantial continuity of recorded data from the early fifteenth century to the present, which affords roughly a six-hundred-year period over which to investigate the ordeals and oaths and the changes, if any, that were manifested in them. In addition, the record has been particularly varied in that the reporters of many nations and many interests have explored Sierra Leone and Liberia, thereby providing for both a breadth and eventually a depth of investigation of the ways of
life of the peoples living there.

There are, however, several sources of error in the utilization of written sources which should be discussed in turn as they relate to the study of the oath-ordeal complex. These have been supplied principally by Mouloud Mameri and David Pitt.

The first factor of ethnohistoriography which causes certain misinformation and disproportions in the historical record is defined as a "taste for the sensational and the marvellous" on the part of the early as well as more contemporary reports. The shocking has always attracted the attention of reporters; and from the earliest record of the ordeal, it has been couched in superlatives. The reason for choosing the topic of the study of ordeals and oaths rested on this facet of ethnohistoriography, for it would have proved futile to describe and investigate the more obscure, less "impressive" cosmology and ideology of the peoples of this region from the earliest times. In the earlier records and only until very recently have the reports not been concerned with anything "subtle" or psychological. The sasswood ordeal appeared to bridge the gap between what was recorded (viz., the sensational) and what may be regarded as religious and ideological. It was one practice which caught the eye of the chroniclers through time, and thereby provided a sound basis for a diachronic study.


12 Mamouri, loc. cit.
A second problem in the use of historical sources has been the recorders' attachment to certain opinions, which may be more simply termed prejudice. 13 Explorers, adventurers, merchants, government officials, and anthropologists have come to Sierra Leone and Liberia reflecting their home nations' attitudes as well as the intellectual dispositions of the age in which they were writing. The history of the nation concerned played a significant part in the tone of this prejudice, and these will be considered. An example of this aspect is to be seen with the majority of the British, who, from the beginning of their exposure to West Africa in the later 1500's (i.e., during the period of Elizabethan merchantilism) to the end of the Victorian era, had demonstrated their apparent sense of self-important superiority and moral justification for the conquest of "inferior" nations, allegedly, in part, for the latter's own good. Such sanctimony obviously would affect the accurate recording of data since such prejudice and ethnocentrism would result in the channeling of that data into preconceived compartments and classifications. In the case of the physical ordeals used to detect guilty behavior, such practices had been associated in the past with the witch trials in Britain during the seventeenth century; and perhaps because of the proximity of such behavior in the history of that nation, these practices were condemned as "barbaric." In addition, what were considered to be the innate biological and mental superiority of the whites, promulgated by the notions of pseudo-Darwinism extant during the nineteenth century, resulted in the dismissal of anything achieved by the blacks as being "primitive." In the case of ordeals, however, 13 Ibid.
fact and opinion may be readily separated because of the obvious condem-
natory tone used when the recorders made judgments and also due to the
fact that the formal facts of the practice are self-evident. In this
case, the trouble encountered might be over-exaggeration to stress the
point of "inferiority," but hyperbole has been considered and taken
into account.

Related to the above, the national territorial and imperialistic
interests of the recording country would result in political motivations
which in turn affected the disposition of the individual recording.
Again with regard to Britain in the later eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, national interest was directed to conquest in the development of
the Empire. The scouts for the Empire, with the explorers such as
Sir Richard Burton and John Hawkins, demonstrated in their records the
notion politically popular at the time that it was white man's duty, if
not burden, to control Africans, attempting to substantiate and to prove
in their journals the duty of the white to supervise the black. Indivi-
duals in the service of the country, such as government officials,
would more likely reflect those national political interests than the
independent explorers, because of their vested interest in political and
societal manipulation rather than mere observation. The former had a
purpose, an "axe to grind," in their recording of events in reference
to the government's position while the latter had only a disposition and
prejudice.

Despite these greater national attitudes and political motivations,
the most significant source of error in these records would appear to
lie with the individual. This factor has been called observational bias, which is more variable than the previous three sources of error because an individual's predilections are less predictable. Different individuals would have different abilities and different interests. As will be demonstrated later in describing some of the various records, missionaries differed from the explorers in their manner of recording the ordeal, usually in tone rather than in substance of the description. Such factors as the health and education of the recorder were also taken into consideration in determining the objectivity or subjectivity of the recorder, whether he might be peevish, complacent, or "over-emotional," that is, how his objectivity as a recorder might be affected. Confidence in the word of the individual transmitting the account must be developed and assessed; the records of the individuals describing the ordeal are not the same and whether these differences are significant should be assessed with each case in terms of observational bias. As mentioned above, these discrepancies are seen as minor in that hyperbole and "descriptive indiscretions" are easily distinguished from what may be regarded as fact.

There is another source of error present in the study of written sources which may be considered as applicable to the historical investigation of the sasswood ordeal. In relation to the individuals' ethnocentric notions, few of the recorders, except for Adam Afzelius, were

14 Pitt, loc. cit.
15 Mamouri, loc. cit.
aware of the ideas of causation of the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia with regard to legal practices. There was apparently awareness of the link between the ordeals and supernatural determinations of guilt, but the underlying ideologies other than the legal functions were not considered by the majority of the recorders. Basically, though, they were ignorant of the relations between cause and effect in the law. The Victorian recorders were not concerned with the functions of these practices but rather with describing the "bare facts." Interpretation has been designated as the task of later investigators; and in this sense, it may be assumed that such a deficit has been beneficial in that the mere recording of events would be more comparable to direct field observation than the ethnocentric, and false, interpretations of events by the earlier records which might well confuse later researchers.

Before concluding the discussion of the problems encountered in researching historical sources, it would be appropriate to consider one of the other techniques used by the ethnohistorian and judge the range of its use in the study of legal-religious practices.

Oral tradition involves the folk or "emic" view of history, and in this respect the folk tales and myths of Sierra Leone and Liberia could be regarded as a likely area for investigation. In describing the assumptions of studying oral traditions, Ruth Finnegan has reported that "oral tradition is something uniform, something that can

17 Mamouri, loc. cit.

treated as an undifferentiated and self-evident entity (such that it) leads to a tendency to speak of oral tradition as a source in itself without the need to describe and analyze the source.\textsuperscript{19} Such a study would appear particularly germane in researching a subject area of law and religion, which, in keeping with the definition of origin myths provided below (p. 48), would indicate that these essential areas of a society's culture would need to be "codified" in their oral traditions. Unfortunately, the only such record which has come to this writer's attention is the Dan myth on page 50, which describes the origins and functions of the sasswood ordeal. Proverbs form another aspect of oral tradition which might be utilized in this case, being repeated during ordeals and oaths to exemplify specific points of law.

Having provided an introduction to the general ethnohistoriographic problems encountered in researching the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing among the West Atlantic tribes, the more specific attitudes reflected by the recording countries will be described in the fourth chapter.

IV. WEST ATLANTIC TRIBES

The West Atlantic tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia were selected for their location on the coastal regions of West Africa. These regions have a particularly rich history of exploration, from the first Portuguese to the most recent anthropologist. An active slave trade and colonial period, dotted with the records of zealous missionaries, provide an excellent recorded series of observations from the fifteenth century

to the present as well as a relative abundance of data from which to draw.

The designation West Atlantic ("le cercle occidental de l'Atlantique") has been proposed by Baumann and Westermann. The unity presented by this group is not racial or linguistic, for these differences are great, the latter falling into three broad classifications (Kru, Atlantic, and Mande). The principal determining factor has been cited as the lack of a highly centralized form of government in the formation of local petty chiefdoms. It has been marked as the area where typical West African "civilization" encounters "la paléonigritique," and the amalgamation of the two lends this region its distinctive characteristics. In the words of Baumann and Westermann,

From the Ivory Coast to Senegal, one finds particular traits that are alike among the Kru, the Mende, and other West African peoples. These traits are especially indicated in their political organization, which from the beginning has been strongly gerontocratic and democratic; in their economic mode (agricultural with rice as the principal crop); in the form of their secret societies; and in their myths and religious structures.

The main tribes included in this region and in this thesis are the Wolof; the Bakwe, Bassa, Sikon, Kwa, Grebo, Kru, and Sapo of the Kru tribes; the Bulom, Kossi, Limba, Sherbro, and Temne of the Atlantic tribes; and the Dan, Gio, Gagu, Kono, Kpelle, Loko, and Mende of the Mande groups.

22 Baumann and Westermann, op. cit., p. 368.
V. PROSPECTUS

A prospectus of the contents of the chapters following shall be given at this time to afford the reader some idea of what to expect in each section and some notion of the development of the subject matter.

Chapter II will be concerned with the definition of the generic relation between law and religion, as these areas are involved with similar and overlapping mechanisms of social control in Africa. The region of mutuality of law and religion will be seen to lie in ritual. A special type of technological ritual--divination--will be presented as a mechanism whereby difficult matters are decided with the help of the supernatural; and oaths and ordeals present as a distinct aspect of divination utilized to try legal matters, especially those concerning social high crimes of adultery, murder, witchcraft, and theft.

Chapter III will deal with the specific sasswood ordeal of poison and the concomitant oath-swearers as compiled from the numerous historical sources which have made reference to it. The distribution of the poison ordeals in general will be presented as well as the spatial limitations of the sasswood ordeal. Descriptions will be made of the various characteristics of the trait-complex, the poison's action, the ritual and ceremonial aspects, the specialist involved, and the cases in which the ordeal is used. Intracultural correlations will then be presented to demonstrate the interdigitation of the elements in a culture in relation to oaths and ordeals. Finally, some functions, other than the obvious guilt-determining aspect, will be presented to demonstrate the various ways in which the complex has been used. The emphasis in this section will be described as a composite of elements which had been
differentially described in the historical record.

Chapter IV will present a general discussion on the probability of the sasswood ordeal's propensity for change and persistence; that is, which elements in it are likely or unlikely to change. A discussion of such changes as are manifest and probable etiology for the changes will be presented. The various historical influences will be presented and will include Islam, slavery, colonialism, missionary proselytisation, and the effect of the modern world on the practices.

In Chapter V the conclusions regarding the conservative nature of the ordeal as an aspect of law and religion will be shown, in addition to some further problems of ethnohistoriography.
Figure 1. The West Atlantic Tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia
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THE RELATION OF LAW AND RELIGION

Before defining the nature of the specific sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing complex, it would be well to discuss the relationship between law and religion. The influence of each on the functioning of society will be presented as well as their area of overlap, especially in the aspect of ritual. Such a discussion is intended to afford the reader with an initial orientation to the concepts of law and religion.

I. SOCIAL SANCTIONS

Rules for social control are necessary to keep in check the various tensions, stresses, and conflicts which one meets in dealing with other members of the society. These have been called social sanctions and are defined as follows.

A sanction is a reaction on the part of a society or of a considerable number of its members to a mode of behaviour which is thereby approved (positive sanctions) or disapproved (negative sanctions). Sanctions may be further distinguished according to whether they are diffuse or organized; the former are spontaneous expressions of approval or disapproval by the members of a community, while the latter are social actions carried out according to some traditional and recognized procedure.24

Because these tensions require the operation of sanctions and are weak...

points in the society, in that one is more likely to transgress the moral code in these areas, and because these aspects of vulnerability are important and essential by definition of the individual society, formalized means of handling the breaches of the established moral code are developed. By formalized, one should interpret this to mean that the laws and moral rules are codified in the mythology and oral traditions, reflecting as they do, in sacred guise, the moral tenets of the society. Examples of this would be the Bible, the Koran, and the Edda of Scandinavia as well as folk tales of other nations.

The mechanisms of social sanctions are various, but the principal characteristic of all means of social control is that they reflect the ideal (that is, the "mental template") of the society with respect to what is considered important enough to set aside for special legal and religious observance. For instance, sanctions and rules function to restrict certain types of behavior, such as incest and eating habits, the violation of which is alleged to upset the "cosmic balance" and to offend the supernatural. In addition, other societies have established formal courts of law. In most cases, public opinion operates to keep in check moral transgressors by condemnation of the deviant actions, ostracism of the errant actors, and punishment when necessary. In the words of Felix Keesing in describing Bronislaw Malinowski's "charter" of the society, "it involves rules, backed by sanctions of social, and

25 Keesing, op. cit., p. 303.
26 Pospisil, loc. cit.
27 Keesing, loc. cit.
perhaps of supernatural, opinion and action." 28 Whether there exists informal control, or diffuse sanctions (such as among the Bushmen whose "police force" is ridicule and ostracism), or institutionalized control and codification of laws (as among contemporary urbanized societies), the underlying principle of the law is that it is a system of regulations regarding the weak points in the society's moral and ethical code. 29 Indeed, if there were not these aspects which might potentially be violated, there would be no need for laws and rules regarding their breach.

All such social sanctions operate on the basic assumption of the "desire of the individual to obtain the approbation and to avoid the disapprobation of his fellows." 30

In the ethicoreligious system of many societies, moral law and natural law are indistinguishable, in that supernatural sanctions, as reflected in the group's mythology and oral traditions ("charter"), are thought to order men's lives and keep them in check. 31 Because each anti-and asocial action among the members of a small society has such potentially far-reaching effects in terms of social cohesion and function, measures to avoid or to minimize these tensions are sought not through an unemotional set of rigid laws and ethics, but rather by means of an emotionally-infused set of religious and supernatural models, sanctions, and myths.

28 Ibid.


30 Radcliffe-Brown, op. cit., p. 206.

Where the smallest hunting and gathering group, such as the Bushmen, may function solely on the operation of public opinion, others of greater cultural complexity or larger size, such as the West Atlantic tribes, may require more complicated means of control due to the greater number of members. Legal-religious jurisdiction appears to be the most efficacious means in this respect in that supernatural sanctions are pervasive, strict, and divinely ordained.

II. RITUAL

Religion, like law, has a similar purpose of morally guiding the members of the society. "Religion is a set of rituals, rationalized by myths, which mobilizes supernatural powers for the purpose of achieving or preventing transformations of state in man and nature." The important aspect of religion described above is the attainment of social equilibrium, or the ritual means by which homeostasis is achieved during moral and social crises. Ritual is a chief mechanism demonstrating the assimilation or amalgamation of law and religion in this aspect. Ritual is a prescribed set of specific procedures which must be routinely performed for the goals of assuring the assistance of the supernatural in allowing the continued smooth functioning of the society. Ritual also appears dramatic and possessed of sacred words and actions. Furthermore, ritual is seen to be expressive in that differences in social sta-

tus, lineage roles, and other cultural functions which are not clearly delineated in the society in more mundane terms are repeatedly, emotionally, and systematically reaffirmed to the members of the society.\textsuperscript{34} This aspect is important in preserving social cohesion in that the local hierarchy and positions of one individual relative to another are confirmed in the presence of "divine witness."

With regard to legal questions and the breach of moral codes, the ritual is a means by which apologies and explanations are provided to the supernatural such that the "holy vengeance" will not be wreaked. In the words of Max Gluckman, "ritual emerges as a result of the 'moral discomfort' of the group when confronted with a breach of natural order ... There is nothing for it to do but to lay stress on values to which all men (must) subscribe, regardless of their particular loyalties and interests."\textsuperscript{35}

III. DIVINATION

Divination, of which oaths and ordeals belong to a special classification, is a special form of ritual, subscribing to a schema of natural events; and it is therefore termed technological ritual.\textsuperscript{36} Divination is a ritual which aims to extract information from nature; and it is performed at times when a decision \textit{must} be made (as in the aforementioned breaches of the moral code), and the actors have either insufficient


\textsuperscript{35} Gluckman, op. cit., p. 265.

\textsuperscript{36} Wallace, op. cit., p. 108.
knowledge about the crime or are unwilling to accept the responsibility for making a decision on their own. In this sense, religious divination is always pragmatic in its congruence with the system of mythological beliefs; and it appears that "judgment, directly, if apparently arbitrarily, from supernatural authority" determines the decision.

The relation of law and ritual is clear in this respect.

The supernatural also enters into the law-ways of substantive rules, but as an instrument of judgment and execution of justice when men's infallible means of the determination of evidence are unequal to the task of establishing facts ... the spirits know the truth. They are omniscient ... and if properly appealed to, they will judge the case.

A special aspect of divination in the consideration of legal questions is its technique of supplication to the supernatural to provide viable answers to those questions, such that the society can resolve its particular difficulties with the least amount of tension resulting from indecision.

Divinatory rituals have the following goals which may be summarized: reducing the duration of individual indecision in the face of possible dysfunction by not being able to make the decision; accomplishing a more even consensus within the group, with a minimum of offense to its members; and inspiring the persons who must execute the decision with sufficient confidence, unimpeded by anxiety, and to provide a randomization in decision-making.

37 Ibid.
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IV. OATHS AND ORDEALS

The oath-ordeal complex has only been discussed to a limited extent in the anthropological literature, and a definition of the complex will be necessarily a composite of ordeals and oaths as described historically for the tribes of Sierra Leone and Liberia.

Oaths

An oath may be defined as an "invocation to a supernatural being or agency, and punishment for an infringement of an oath falls automatically." The oath's action operates through the means of a material object, such as a bit of leather or a sacred object. The purpose of the oath lies in ritually pleading one's innocence with words by a type of imitative magic: a direct symbolism is involved in the formation of the oath, such as "If I murdered the Old Washer Woman, may my life be taken as this chicken's is." The effectiveness of this method has been described. "Since in primitive society the spoken word is thought to exercise supernatural power in its utterance and repetition, it gives efficacy to the actions performed and the episodes recounted as an uttered rite." In this sense, words themselves are thought to be
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42 Ruth Finnegan, Report on the Limba of Northern Sierra Leone (London: International African Institute, 1964), p. 120.
44 Kirk-Greene, op. cit., p. 40.
the direct causal agents. The threat of supernatural retaliation for social transgressions and crimes and the magic of words embodied in affirming the oath appear to be powerful enough in themselves to achieve and maintain a legal, policing function as a mechanism of social control. Their effect is almost entirely psychological; its means is fear of supernatural "sleuthing" and retaliation.

An important factor relating to the definitions of oaths and ordeals was provided by Ruth Finnegan. She drew the distinction between oaths and ordeals in that in the case of oath-swoaring there appears to be a "general warrant" out for the unknown guilty party. The tone of the oath is to supplicate the spirits to reveal the guilty one and to punish him. It might be interpreted that in the cases of oath-swoaring, the social anger is either diffuse (that is, it does not require a specific focus), or else that it also is so slight that a generalized "let them take care of it" seems to suffice to pacify the populace. Ordeals, on the other hand, are directed against a specific party, which by contrast might be interpreted to mean that the social tensions require what may be called a "scapegoat" for community satisfaction.

Another interesting facet was pointed out by Finnegan in her discussion of swearing (oaths) among the Limba. In it, she stated that blacksmiths are always associated with the swearing ceremony as well as with ordeals. As Finnegan states, "the smith is the most powerful and universal of the experts in various rituals. He is always purifying

people, making and 'pulling' swears, and conducting sacrifices at the chief's hut. People even say occasionally that he is more important than the chief. In many parts of Africa the smith appears as the feared and respected class of specialist, closely associated with the religious realm as manifested by the taboos surrounding him. One author has provided a reason for the awe in which the smith is held. Fire is the element of the smith's craft through which he works; and fire has been revered as a power divinely given to man. Since the smith uses it, this gives the appearance of his interference in the processes of the cosmic forces. This was further viewed as "the manifestation of a magico-religious power which could modify the world, and which, consequently, did not belong to this world." In addition, another author has noted that there is a direct relationship implied between the smith and the "nether regions." Such an association with the dark aspects of the supernatural, such as witches, would make the smith a likely candidate for seeking out the guilty by the mysterious means manifested in swears.

Swearing and oath-taking may be summarized as being a means by which supernatural sanctions are generally invoked, usually through some sacred object, such as a special tool or a grigri bag, or through the name of a spirit. Their efficacy is thought emically to operate through the psychococial means, in which the guilt of the individual, as opposed to his shame, manifests itself by the internal sanctions: the

48 Finnegan, op. cit., p. 121.
secret avowal that "I have done wrong" and the conviction that one will be "caught" if guilty. Oaths operate from the inside-out, in other words.

Ordeals

An ordeal, on the other hand, operates by a combined psychological and physiological mechanism. An ordeal has been described as a "method of invoking the aid of supernatural powers to settle disputes or to test the truth of an accusation. It usually consists of severe and dangerous tests." The psychological basis for the effectiveness of the ordeal is to be seen again in the fear of consequences of the pain and of the ordeal itself and in the fear of the sanctions against the individual, both from the supernatural and from his fellow members in the society, should he be proved guilty in the matter at hand. In addition, the psychological operation resides in the individual's conviction that if he is innocent, nothing will happen to him, such as in the case of oaths. Note has been made that the accused's fear of consequences resulting from culpability may exacerbate the ordeal's efficacy in determining the truth, much as the lie-detector is said to operate.

The physiological basis of the ordeal should appear readily apparent in its operation through pain and other physical effects to either force confession or otherwise resolve the issue through the arbitrary physical responses of the accused. The first classification of ordeal

51 Kirk-Greene, op. cit., p. 44.
is one in which the response of the accused may be directly controlled by the individual undergoing the ordeal, such as the use of physical skills employed in feats of strength and the like. In addition, the second is the type of ordeal which has been termed "autonomic," which is "that subtype in which the judgment of success or failure, guilt or innocence, is dependent upon involuntary (physiological) responses such as blistering." Also included in this category are bleeding, burning, floating, and vomiting. This sort of ordeal is significant in that more than the other type, its action is independent of direct human control and manipulation in that there are differing individual responses to the various tests. This gives the appearance of supernatural intervention. This impression is intensified by the seeming caprice of the ordeal's operation. Where in point of fact the dose and quality of the poison are controlled to some extent by the sasswood specialist, the exact effect that the poison will take is capricious. Such a method of divination permits those who are indecisive or those who are not in a position to make a decision for which they wish to be held responsible to make a decision without assuming direct responsibility. After all, it was the supernatural who decided the issue.

Other than the supernaturally legal aspect of oaths and ordeals, these forms of divination allow men to "control" their lives and to attempt to know the unknown to at least a certain degree. One thing that can be said for all men is that each individual has some measure of uncertainty about the unknown elements of everyday life occurrences.

Ibid.
and particularly unknowable events such as witchcraft and frequently murder. With regard to the specific problems of determining guilt or innocence in legal cases, oaths and ordeals, in the particular sphere of maintaining the moral code, allow an individual who is immobilized by a difficult decision to make an effective and resolute choice without "devisive indecision." In this sense, oaths and ordeals would function to lessen the uncertainties of this one aspect of their lives.

These forms of divination also are thought to have a randomizing effect in that by providing the element of chance in a given event, it randomly directs the activities to the resolution of a problem and thereby avoids "deleterious regularity." This indicates the purposeful avoidance of a regularized pattern of behavior by means of the "chance-like" divination. However, ordeals are seldom precisely random due to the intervention of human agents with knowledge of their special moral code as well as public opinion which varies from case to case. One may conclude that divination causes a mild period of constructive social uncertainty and flux which necessitates the re-affirmation, through ritual means, of social and cultural values and standards which had been threatened temporarily by a transgression on the part of a particular "criminal" individual as well as attaining a consensus regarding the particular issue. Divination—oaths and ordeals—thus effectively


channel public opinion and belief through solemn and dramatic, supernaturally sanctioned means, namely ritual.

Two theories have been postulated regarding the nature and function of oaths and ordeals in a society. First, it has been thought that oaths and ordeals occur in trials where physical force and strategy are used, but where such flexing of power muscles is insufficient to permit the resolution of an indeterminant situation without incurring the risk of excessive losses in terms of life and limb. The threat of probable supernatural punishment in this case would appear to be greater than any harm that a mortal might inflict on another; and the effectiveness in such a situation would rest with the anxiety achieved by the fear of "cosmic repercussions." This would relate to the maintenance of cohesion.

The second hypothesis is that "oaths and ordeals are psychologically viable cultural patterns which probably contributed to more correct and/or successful outcomes than otherwise, in terms of the legal system, but not necessarily in terms of the viewpoints of the individuals." Related to the first hypothesis, this theory promotes the idea that high levels of anxiety resulting from fears of supernatural retribution result in physiological (psychosomatic) responses in keeping with the actual guilt (or innocence) or the accused. One would wonder what would be the fate of the personally nervous or the neurotic individual in such a case.

56 Roberts, loc. cit.
57 Roberts, loc. cit.
In summary, oaths and ordeals belong to the classification of technological ritual in which legal situations which cannot be resolved by human judges, either through their ignorance of the truth or through the fact that they do not wish responsibility to rest in other hands. Oaths operate by means of a "general warrant" in that a specific individual is not accused, but the spirit of the material, sacred object through the "swear" works will seek out the guilty; and by his sickness, accident, or death, his culpability will become apparent. Ordeals deal directly with a specific individual who has been blamed for a specific crime, and usually has professed his innocence, such that a "test of faith" is required. Ordeals are characterised by a self-contained mechanism of punishment-to-fit-the-crime, acting at one time as judge and executioner.
CHAPTER III

THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL OF POISON
Poison ordeals are distributed throughout Africa and are limited to that continent. They appear to be African inventions and to have diffused throughout that continent by means of simple contact diffusion. Furthermore, there is a qualitative difference between the type of poison ordeals practiced in West Africa and those from other sections of Africa. In East and South Africa, as well as in some parts of West Africa, namely the coastal regions of Ghana and Nigeria, the poison ordeal is administered to chickens and other small domestic stock, whose death or survival, in addition to the pattern of their responses, are divined by a specialist who thereby determines the answer to a particular question. In West Africa, particularly in Sierra Leone and Liberia and the Ivory Coast, in addition to the inland regions of Ghana and Nigeria, the poison ordeal deals directly with human beings; and the justice administered is, in this sense, instantaneous and direct. The present study, therefore, limits itself to the latter type of poison ordeal with human recipients of the poison.

58 Roberts, op. cit., p. 205.
59 In Ghana and Nigeria, the shift to chicken ordeals in lieu of human ordeals is probably the result of more intense westernization in these regions.
The poison ordeal goes by many names among the various tribes practicing it; but in most cases, the phrase may be translated as "drinking fetish," in which case "fetish" should be interpreted to mean the charm or special material item endowed with powers and the protection of the supernatural. Poison is an example of such a "sacred" material item which can be taken into the body. In the words of another source, "... the strongest of all ordeals is that in which the sacred object is eaten or drunk." This would indicate the gravity of matters being considered if the sacred object must itself be ingested and the individual suffused with the power which will seek and find the truth within him. The phrase "drinking fetish" would seem to indicate this idea.

Among the groups of Sierra Leone and Liberia considered in this thesis, the sasswood ordeal forms a major sort of poison ordeal. The word "sasswood" is apparently derived from the local mispronunciation of the Anglo-French word "sauce" used by seventeenth and eighteenth century sailors to describe something pungent or spicy in taste or behavior. This would indicate an extra-African term applied to an indigenous practice. Kru, for example, provides two contemporary meanings to "sauce" or "sass": a violent purgative measure (the poison's usual action) and a cheeky, riotous behavior ("sassy").
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Terms other than sasswood exist for the poison ordeal, such as the "redwater ordeal," which at one time was alleged to be attributed to the draught's red hue, but which view has been contested. 65 Other groups such as the Mano, Dan, Vai, Sapo have called the sasswood ordeal gli and alternatively gri among the Gio, 66 which may be formed from prigri, which is the term for charms designed to ward off evil and to bring good luck. In fact, gri mu is the term used among the Mano and the Gio. 67 Among the Sherbro, the ordeal is called kong, 68 while among the Vai it has been termed kony. 69 Among the Kru, Dan, Grebo, and Half-Grebo, the ordeal is called ge du. 70, 71, 72 Among the Kpelle, this is called kafu. 73 Among the Grebo, it is also named meli as an alternative, while among the Susu this term is also used. 74 The Temne refer to the sasswood ordeal as angkong. 75 In the whole area of the West
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Atlantic cluster, however, the term "sasswood" has come to indicate more than just one type of ordeal and may be taken to mean, depending on the context, any form of ordeal used in the detection of guilt or innocence in matters of great importance to the groups of this region. 76

I. THE OPERATION OF THE ORDEAL

Upon the death of an individual among the West Atlantic tribes, a "palaver," or group discussion, led by the elders of the village, ensues and concerns itself with ascertaining who shall be accused of witchcraft, especially in cases of unexpected deaths and accidents, with the exception of the most obvious of natural causes. The decision having been made, upon recommendations of the 77 or by the family of the deceased or by public consensus, the accused is openly faced with the charges and is held to account for them. Before the assembled villagers, the accused must either confess his guilt or protest his innocence; and if the latter course is chosen, he must submit to the sasswood ordeal. Most do so willingly because, believing in the reality of the proofs of the ordeal, they do not fear the trial if they are innocent and fear its consequences too much if guilty and therefore confess. After the ordeal has been decided upon as the means for determining culpability, a further palaver is conducted to ascertain when the ordeal should take place. The waiting period before the trial may last as long as six months or as briefly as instantaneously. 78 The confinement of the accused before


77 See page 43.
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the trial is with the family or friends of the accused and often in another village, for his protection. Before the actual ordeal begins, a brief pre-trial administration of poison occurs, presumably to determine guilt or innocence before the actual trial, at which time the poison will be more stringent in its actions. 79

A brief description of the basic oath-ordeal complex derived from the historical sources may be cited from the example given below for the Mende of Sierra Leone. Other variations in this basic form of the ordeal will be noted later as they occur. A more extensive description of the ordeal may be obtained by reading Afzelius. 80

A good deal of ceremony is used in connection with the administration of the ordeal. At a secret and sacred place in the woods, the people who assembled to see it administered form themselves into a circle, and the pots containing the liquid are placed in the center of the enclosed place. The accused then comes forward, having the scantiest apparel, but with a cord of palm-leaves bound round his waist, and seats himself in the center of the circle. After his accusation is announced, he makes a form acknowledgement of all evil deeds of his past life, then invokes the name of God three times, and imprecates his wrath in case he is guilty of the particular crime laid to his charge ... He then steps forward and drinks freely of the red water.

If it nauseates and causes him to vomit freely, he suffers no serious injury and is at once proved innocent. If, on the other hand, it causes vertigo and he loses his self-control, it is regarded as evidence of guilt, and then all sorts of indignities and cruelties are practiced upon him. A general howl of indignation rises from the surrounding spectators. The children and others are encouraged to hoot at him, pelt him with stones, spit upon him, and in many instances he is seized by the heels and dragged through the bushes and over
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rocky places until his body is shamefully lacerated and life becomes extinct. On the other hand, if he escapes without injury, his character is purified. After all this is over, he assembles the principal men of the town and arraigns his accusers before them, who in their turn, must submit to the same ordeal. No particular quantity of the red water is prescribed, and the amount ministered always depends on the scale of feeling in the community against the accused.

It will be noted that guilt is determined by a combination of the result of various administrations of the poison. These have been called "cumulative trials," in that the guilty one is subjected to even more trials by sasswood until the members of the society attending the ceremony are satisfied with the results, either the accused's guilt or innocence.

Among the salient points of importance to be noted from the above description of the sasswood ordeal is the public nature of the trial so that consensus may be regarded as necessary for the effective completion of the trial. Though earlier chroniclers such as Afzelius had reported that a pre-trial "ordealle" took place for the preliminary determination of culpability, most of the whole procedure from accusation to resolution of the verdict may be considered to be public. Afzelius has made note of the fact that the audience participated actively in all stages of the proceedings, from the supervision of the infusion of the bark to chasing the accused after the trial was over to assure honesty.

---
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Another characteristic is the highly ritualized nature of the ordeal: the circular formation, the "palaver" of the elders, the invocation of the supernatural, and the execution of justice are performed with supernatural sanctions. The definition of and explanation of the use of ritual as it pertains to the sasswood ordeal has been described earlier.

A further aspect of the ordeal was described by Harriet Brittan, writing in 1860. She remarked that substitutes for the accused (i.e., by proxy) were not allowed and that all such substitutes could prove was their innocence or guilt of witchcraft or adultery and not the accused's. This was the only source which made reference to such a fact.

II. THE POISON

The poison used in the sasswood ordeal is derived from the bark of the tree *Erythrophloeum guineense*. Other sources have reported the poisonous bark to be derived from various species of the genus *Erythrophloeum*, such as *E. ivorensis*. The bark is first pounded in a mortar, which is reserved for this purpose, and then soaked in cold water until the alkaloid poison has been leached from the fibers. When this stage has been achieved, the infusion is said to be a reddish hue and bitter in taste; and some have described it as being a member of the curare group whose action is to relax muscles, raise the blood pressure.


and to reduce pulse and respiration. Most sources agree on the chemical's action as a vile and violent irritant and powerful emetic. Both of these functions would be manifested in the vomiting, which results determine the innocence of the individual accused of crimes. Those who do not regurgitate are judged guilty.

It should be noted that the action of the poison is roughly unpredictable. Where such variables as the strength of the concoction as well as the dosage can be manipulated by human interference, the poisonous effects frequently vary. Factors such as the physical constitution of the individual, the expectancy of the individual to be affected by the poison, and the length of time between doses may be considered to affect the outcome of the ordeal in such a way (that is, psychologically and undetectably) that the trial does in fact appear to be controlled by other than human agents, viz. the supernatural.

It should be noted that most of the West Atlantic groups do not think of the poison used in this ordeal as being poison per se. In most cases reported, the substance drunk by the accused was not regarded as having been poisonous, but rather as having been infused with divine power which would become active as a poison if the accused were guilty. Among the Temne, for example, the logic is that the sasswood specialist knows that "certain evil spirits" dislike certain herbs, which, if administered to the one possessed, will have the effect of
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disgusting the spirit and make him fly away. This fact is substantiated further by the fact that the names for poison are not the same as for the sasswood ordeal medicine. For instance, the Nano term for poison is \( \text{wu} \), while the name for sasswood is \( \text{gli} \), which is related in turn to a word, \( \text{gli} \), meaning "to burn."

In this respect the earliest record of the poison, though in another aspect, was reported by Cadomosto in 1455, who stated that the Wolof "squeeze blood from a poisonous snake and mix it with the juice of a certain tree and prepare the compound for poisoning arrows," at which he concluded that they were "great magicians." The certain tree could well belong to the genus \textit{Erythrophloeum}, since its use is mentioned as being a poison.

In addition, a public record office report cites the existence of "red wood" being available in 1648 on the Rivers Cerbero (Sherbro), Kiddam, Maray, and Melyn within the range of the present West Atlantic tribes. At this point, it is apparent that this wood was regarded exclusively as a building material or for manufacturing mortars and not for its poisonous uses, for these were not mentioned. It is significant to note that redwood is recorded at this early date and that the name has remained to the present.


90 Schwab, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 379.


Another characteristic of the sasswood ordeal is the presence of and participation of the legal-religious specialist in the administration of the trial. For the Dan, Gio, Mano, Loma, Geh and other groups of the West Atlantic cluster, this individual represents a class of special elders called zo, who are the hunters of witches and social "police" authorized by the Poro and who own the most powerful "medicine" for catching witches. Any big zo is supposed to know about both poisons and witchcraft.  93 In other tribes, such as the Kru, the specialist may be a revered elder, but he is not the local chief or the lineage head.  94 Among other West African groups outside of the West Atlantic cluster, he has been called an "oath swearer"; and often confronting a person "with one of these dreaded specialists is enough to induce him to present additional evidence or alter his statement."  95 In any case, only men who know medicine, especially sasswood medicine, well and themselves possess strong medicine can conduct the ordeals.  96 In addition, he must be able to remain sensitive to public opinion regarding the fate of the accused because the final authority over the administration of the poison ordeal rests in the specialist's hands in that it is he who determines the dosage and the condition for the trial. Since the sasswood
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practitioner has such control over these and other considerations of the trial, it may be said that the will of the spirits in this legal matter is less important and determinative than the act of the specialist, who may be considered to be the actual judge.

IV. THE ACCUSERS AND THE ACCUSED

Conditions which require the performance of the sasswood ordeal are a product of the nature of the accused and of the accuser. In order for a trial to be performed, one has to be accused of "high crimes" as they are defined for the various West Atlantic tribes. Before discussing the specific crimes which necessitate the ordeal by sasswood or oath-swearing, one would do well to consider the general nature of the accusations in relation to the legal systems of the groups of the West Atlantic cluster.

In general, the accusations of the social high crimes are arbitrary in that they are not usually directly related to the actual guilt of the individual accused of the crime. Unless the guilty party has been caught in the act, anybody is potentially accusable of the crime. On the other hand, accusations are highly selective in other respects. Thus, depending on the group concerned, kin may be exempt from accusations by other kin which would result in the submission to the sasswood ordeal.

The specific crimes which are subject to the sasswood ordeal include four social transgressions among the West Atlantic groups: adultery, murder, witchcraft, and less frequently theft. Witchcraft constitutes perhaps the greatest number of such accusations.

97Gluckman, op. cit., p. 269.
Witchcraft has been cited as "an almost, if not completely, culturally universal explanation for illness, injury, and unexpected and unexplained deaths." Indigenous systems of causality allege that most forms of physical and psychical disorder are inexplicable in terms of natural causes, such as infectious diseases, psychosomatic complaints, and metabolic disorders. In addition, in the West African religious and ideological framework, no death is precisely natural. Even the death of an old man of 95 years will be explained by the intervention of witches: it is taken for granted that the old man would have died eventually, but the question of the manner of his death, the precise time and place of death are considered as evidence that the death of the individual had been manipulated by a witch. In addition, even natural calamities such as drowning and other accidents are often not interpreted in terms of natural causation; and in all these cases, witchcraft is viewed as the instigator of the trouble. It is thought that accusations of witchcraft make it possible to allay diffuse and unnamed fears which might otherwise result in neuroses and societal dysfunction. In this sense, accusations of witchcraft serve "scapegoat" functions.

Following this line of reasoning, accusations are defined as a simple projection of repressed hostility; that is, one blames another for his own faults and the object of the accusation usually appears to be one of whom the accuser is jealous, for whatever reasons.

---
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keeping with this notion, it has been noted that "the prevalence of and accusa-
tions of witchcraft seem to be determined both by the natural cleavage lines in the social structure and by the success of the society in handling conflict by such secular means as court proceedings and arbi-
tration." It will be noted later that social position is important in ascertaining who will be accused, as well as the efficiency of the group in bringing its accusations to fruition. Where these methods are not efficient, that is, where the guilty are not known, the likelihood of accusations not based on the existence of "evidence" would increase. In this aspect, it has been noted that "the fear of witchcraft should be regarded ... in societies without courts of law, as a principal means for maintaining standards of widespread conformity to conventional, non-exploitive standards of propriety in interpersonal relationships of all kinds."  

Basically, the purpose of accusations, especially of witchcraft, lies in the social necessity to achieve a new balance of power and wealth within the society. The schism into factions resulting from the public accusations extant in the group arises partly out of personal ambitions and partly out of self-interestedness in some of the members of the society. That is, one who is envious of another, whether through the latter's wealth, social position, or political achievements, will blame him for the former's bad luck. Such a function may be regar-
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ded as roughly similar to gossiping in peasant societies. In that case, individuals "think of their universe as one in which the good things in life are limited and in unexpandable quantities and hence personal gain must be at the expense of others."¹⁰⁵ These social-equalizing functions would be practical as more than a mere tension- and grudge-reliever. By being accused of witchcraft or murder or otherwise being the focus of social disapprobation, the wealthy or powerful individual may be forced to relinquish all or part of his wealth if found guilty, and in any event would necessarily have to pay a legal fee to the specialist in the form of slaves, wealth, or services.¹⁰⁶ Thus, accusations made (or the possibility of their being made) in connection with the sassewood ordeal are seen to have a social equalizing effect. Substantiation and further discussion of this purpose will be considered in a later section.

Adultery presents as a class of crime which may be regarded as essentially contrary to the stability and cohesion of the group by exacerbating existing rivalries as well as promulgating new ones. This attitude has been seen as another manifestation of the "traitor within the gates" notions described for witchcraft and murder.¹⁰⁷ Note will be made of the adultery case settled by sassewood in the Dan myth.

Two sources pointed out another condition of the use of the sasse-


¹⁰⁶ Afzelius, op. cit., p. 25.

wood ordeal which would broaden the witchcraft classification to include members of the Leopard Society in Sierra Leone and Liberia. Strong\textsuperscript{108} and Wilson\textsuperscript{109} reported that men accused of being members of the Leopard Society—a special class of witch who practised human sacrifice and were thought to change into leopards at night\textsuperscript{110}—were required to submit to the ordeal and usually confessed after the first draught. In keeping with national laws now in existence, the guilty were sentenced to hard labor for life rather than being killed. No record of the Leopard Society appears to have been made before 1856, and it may be regarded as an "underground" movement for meting out indigenous vengeances other than through white laws. Lady Dorothy Mills reported that this purpose of the sasswood ordeal had been used since "time immemorial."\textsuperscript{111}

V. ORIGIN MYTHS

As mentioned above, the laws, morals, codes of conduct, and ethics of a group are bound to the supernatural in the mythology of a society. Origin myths answer questions on the manner in which the world began and serve to establish an order among values and to justify, by reference to these values, the major customs and institutions of the society.\textsuperscript{112}


\textsuperscript{109} Wilson, op. cit., p. 193.
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This classification of myth would include those on the origins of the legal-religious procedures such as the sasswood ordeal; and as part of the oral tradition, they are one of the methods by which a researcher may gain information on the history of and development of a certain practice.

To date, the only recorded complete origin myth for the sasswood ordeal has been provided by a German chronicler, Eberhard Fischer. In his interpretations of the oral traditions of the western Dan group in Liberia, Fischer noted correlations between the origins of witchcraft, witchhunters, and the secret society of the Dan and the problem of death by poison and adultery. He concluded that poison was initially developed for the purpose of solving the population problem by eliminating the elderly who are past their productive ages which would prove an economic drain on the younger members of the society. God (Xra) gave the Dan "leopard poison" (ge du), and it was placed in the hands of a specialist who was an "esteemed old person." The possessor of the poison with his ge du lived in a hut built just for him and distributed the poison only "when the majority of the people so desired." In this case, the poison is intended to act to counter the resource drain by killing the elderly. In addition, one can see a secondary function in that the young are able to balance out the influence of the elders by being able to "retaliate" against them. At least, so goes the legend.

The following translation of the remainder of the origin myth demonstrates the relationship between the secret societies as agents of social control and the instigation of the sasswood ordeal.
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The elders were therefore poisoned so that the young could have a comfortable place so that they could settle there.

Once the people had settled down to such an existence, two wealthy men called bedum lived together in the village. Each was a lineage head. They were both masters in their village. The chief wife of one had fallen in love with another lineage head. She persuaded the stranger to secretly steal a small piece of the ge du (leopard poison) and give it to her own husband to eat. The guard over the poison was bribed, and he allowed the two of them to take a significant portion of the ge du. They took it and poisoned the husband.

All the people in the village were disturbed by this occurrence. They said, "No death could occur without ge du. We must go to Xra and get him to advise us on the death of the lineage head."

Thus it was that Xra gave men that group of people whom one calls the zo (members and leaders of the Poro secret society). These zo masters were given the seeds of the sasswood tree by Xra. In addition, he gave them bark from the tree. And Xra said, "The zo will reveal to you the name of the one who has stolen the ge du for his own purposes. Each who denies the charge must drink the sasswood draught. Plant the seeds that I have given to you. Make the draught from the bark of a full-grown tree." In the night the zo found the woman and the man and charged them both with the death of her husband. The woman confessed her complicity. The lineage head denied it, and he took a swallow of the gli (sasswood draught) as he was commanded to do. Thus it was that he died.

That is the tale of how Xra created man and how he introduced death (ga) to them. Furthermore, it is the story of how Xra delegated special powers to certain men (zo) such that they can hunt witches and confirm their work through the gift of the sasswood poison.115

In the myth, certain "ideal" aspects of the relation of sasswood to the society in general becomes evident. Most obviously the ordeal has been used for the detection of guilt and falsehoods. More specifically, the principal crime was the misuse and abuse of the divinely-bequeathed ge du for anti-social purposes, such as adultery. Corruption

115 Fischer, loc. cit.
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of the ge du guard is evident and may be regarded as a further sign of the moral decline of the community. Furthermore, the care and administration of the sasswood is under the direction of the zo, or legal-religious representative of the Poro secret society, and thereby a distinctive "policing" function has been established.

Though the principal crime committed in the myth appears to be adultery, so should one also take notice of the fact that murder was committed to attain the liaison. What is distinctive in this case is the fact that the murder was committed by a poison which was given by Xra, making the crime doubly heinous. Though it is not mentioned in this myth, witchcraft crimes constitute the other special focus of the use of the sasswood ordeal.

By virtue of the fact that the myth had become part of the oral tradition, by the time Fischer reported in 1967, one can infer that such supernatural sanctions manifested through the practice of the sasswood ordeal still present a viable part of the Dan legal and moral code and that these divinely ordained practices function still as punitive measures. Indeed, the tone of the tale is not "this is what our people used to think", but rather "this is how we think today."

Similar reports for other sasswood-using groups outside the West Atlantic cluster substantiate the probable origins of the complex in the users' eyes. Among the Adangme of Ghana, for example, old people, particularly functionaries acting as representatives of the tribal spirits, state that people used to be respectful, humble, and trustworthy. As a result, they say, the people grew old and deaths as a result of magic (we bem) were rare. Later with the moral slackening of the society,
it became necessary to invoke stricter sanctions, by means of ordeals and oaths, and thereby, order, authority, and justice were preserved. 116

Only one proverb related to sasswood has been reported, and it is for the Mende. "Ba bi bunde bu, bia bi golu a gbou," has been translated as "If you are under the sasswood tree, your skin will become red." 117 This may be interpreted as a statement that the sasswood makes one's guilt evident; that is, it incriminates the guilty.

VI. INTRACULTURAL CORRELATIONS

The oath- ordeal complex does not exist as an independent entity or as some cultural quirk. Correlations with other aspects of culture should be considered in the functional study of the complex. As noted above, oaths and ordeals may be seen as solemn, formal "tests of faith" in the determination of guilt or innocence in the face of specific accusations. It should also be remembered that oaths and ordeals are qualitatively different. These differences have been related by some authors to other cultural aspects including political organization, social structure, economic conditions, and child-rearing practices. 118 It is the opinion of this author that child-rearing practices form a most significant factor in influencing the existence of oaths and ordeals and that socialization is affected in turn by the other correlations.

116 H. Huber, op. cit., p. 47.
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Economic Correlations

According to John Roberts, the specific occurrence of either or both aspects of the oath-ordeal complex has been linked statistically with specific economic modes.\(^{119}\) The groups of the West Atlantic tribes primarily subsist by agriculture with shifting swidden cultivation and fallowing, with principally rice, cassava, and other Malaysian crops.\(^{120}\) In addition, small stock is kept, though a few cattle are retained by the people for brideprice, and the stock is not milked. Cattle, then, may be regarded less as a "raw material" of the economic life, but more as an item of wealth. The complex is also alleged to be correlated with "economic complexity,"\(^{121}\) which Roberts interpreted as being the existence of a money economy. This aspect is well developed among the West Atlantic groups as a "unique type of currency, consisting of T-shaped pieces of forged iron finds acceptance over much of the region,"\(^{122}\) which has been used historically. Since the majority of the groups practice both oaths and ordeals, these correlations may be regarded as being significant.

The reason for the correlation between the existence of swidden agriculture and ordeals may be a reflection of the obedience-training which would be required in the cooperative ventures of agricultural societies (i.e., being part of a "team"), requiring close adherence to and obedience to the rules. On the other hand, the exclusive existence

\(^{119}\) Ibid.
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of oaths with herding may be considered as a product of individual responsibility which would be necessary in this practice as more autonomous and independent.

It has been noted that animal domestication is thought to be associated with the practice of oath-swearing and therefore the latter is a simpler, more "primitive," more basic function in its less ritualized form and purpose of direct supplication to the supernatural. 123 It may be that this is the reason for the survival of the practice into industrial Africa, especially in light of the prohibitions made by the government on the practice of ordeals.

Social and Political Correlations

In Roberts' cross-cultural investigations, ordeals and oaths were both found to be associated with communities of greater than 1000 members. This relatively large population was described as having "intermediate to high degree of political organization," 124 which Roberts has interpreted to mean the range from the system of "minimal states and dependent societies" to the state level. The system among the West Atlantic tribes may be described as being of the intermediate type, with political authority on the local level normally allocated to the headman and council of elders and petty paramount chiefs over small districts. 125 Roberts has summarized his correlation as follows.

Ordeals occur in much more specific situations than oaths. They are found where there is something of a general, but weak, authority system. When the authority system becomes

123 Roberts, loc. cit.
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strong enough to enforce all decisions, right or wrong, without fear of the effect on public opinion, ordeals can then disappear. 126

The power structure introduced by the Protectorate system may also be interpreted as becoming a "stronger" political system which could make possible the diminishment of the ordeals in their importance.

It will be remembered from the description of the sasswood ordeal that palaver is a characteristic of the ordeal, in that the case is assessed in front of a council of elders and the local chief or headman is consulted before the administration of the sasswood draught in order to ascertain how it shall proceed. The correlation with respect to population size and political organization may be seen in the fact that the direct control over the society's members is necessarily minimal; and the fear effected by the threat of the ordeal and subsequent supernatural sanctions for crimes would serve to extend this direct control. The sanctions of the ordeal compensate for the leaders' inability to deal directly and instantaneously with all possible offenders, at least in regard to key "crimes." The "violent" nature of the ordeal would stress the point of cohesion by setting an example.

It can be seen that a weak political organization is associated with the practice of the ordeals in that the fear inspired by the practice serves to "nip in the bud" the tendencies for criminal action which would be socially disruptive, while oath-swearing would indicate a stronger organization where such strict punitive sanctions would not be necessary to the same extent.
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A high degree of social stratification also has been noted in conjunction with the existence of oaths and ordeals, presumably because of certain discrepancies in power or wealth resulting in most communities which create situations of envy, enmity, and suspicion. Historical evidence would seem to substantiate this connection made by Roberts. Afzelius, Bridge, and Corry reported that it was usually the wealthy individual of the society they studied who was accused of witchcraft, and it was he who had to submit to the sassafoord ordeal.

Residence, descent, and inheritance follow the patriline in all the tribes of the West Atlantic cluster, though very few matrilineal associations have been noted (e.g., among the Sherbro). Roberts has examined the data and made the further correlation between the practice of ordeals and the incidence of what he describes as being "mother-child households." Since the women of most tribes of West Atlantic origin breast-feed their children for at least two years after birth (or until the infant walks) and the husband is refused sexual access to his wife during this period, the mother-child relationship can be seen to be exclusive and intimate, inculcating a dependency. Oaths are one-sixth as frequent as ordeals among this household type. This close,
dependent relationship results in greater obedience training than responsibility training in that one has learned from infancy to do precisely what mother says and not to act independently. This would in turn produce a greater frequency of ordeals in which case one is being punished for disobeying the supernatural and not being honest with them.

Socialization

The most interesting correlation demonstrated by Roberts is that between the existence of oaths and ordeals and the psychological states resulting from child socialization methods.\(^{134}\) In this regard the discussion at this point will be concerned with the differences extant between responsibility training and obedience training. Responsible behavior has been defined in contrast to obedience training.

The extreme of responsibility in this sense (of performance of tasks, duties, and routines which are demanded by the culture) would be found in the willing performance of laborious duties or tasks, which the child has come to carry out on his own at the proper time and can be trusted to do. It can be contrasted with high obedience, where the child may passively do what he is told on any occasion, but has not himself learned to perform duties without immediate instruction.\(^ {135}\)

Most of the children of the groups such as the Gio appear to be trained in obedience. They are given explicit tasks at a very early age. Corporal punishment, though used infrequently, is employed for disobedience. As an example of parental attitudes of their children's non-responsibility, "the Gio state that they don't ... expect much help from thei
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children" nor is it worth trying to teach them before six years of age, because "they see some food, and then forget what you said." In addition, children are usually under direct parental supervision for the majority of the time. The conclusion is that obedience training predominates, probably as a result of swidden agriculture in that this economic mode, generally, requires more of a cooperative effort than herding.

The relation of oath-swearing and responsibility training may be inferred by noting that if a member of the society can be trusted to be responsible and independently honest in social and other matters, it would seem logical that this same trust would be projected to his legal behavior. Ordeals present a contrasting picture: in this case, the sanctions appear to be external, rather like the dichotomy which exists between the concepts of shame and guilt. Because in the case of ordeals, the point is to be "caught" at something by the intercession of human agents working in the "service of the supernatural," one can infer a high level of anxiety which would result in autonomic physiological responses, which would, in turn, "prove" culpability. The oath-swearer, on the other hand, has nothing to fear in terms of "natural" retribution and any justice meted out in this case would be between the accused and the spirit to whom he swears; that is, his sanctions are "internal" in that his own concept of crime and punishment determines whether or not the swear will be effective.

In summary, Roberts has demonstrated correlations extant between
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various aspects of a culture including social, political, economic, and psychological, and the differential practicing of oaths and ordeals. By way of a nomothetic statement, these two practices appear to be generally associated with relatively complex societies, which, in the presence of somewhat ineffective authority and power structures, require special means for the maintenance of law and order. They are used because sheer force and techniques of coercion are insufficient or potentially destructive methods.

VII. FUNCTIONS

From a closer reading of the above descriptions of the characteristics of the complex, the various functions of the oath-ordeal complex may be deduced. The functions are relevant to this study in that any approach to the study of culture change or stability requires an analysis of the use, meaning, and function as well as some understanding of the operation of the complex in relation to the whole of the culture. Cultural items, whether material or non-material, do not exist free-floating in a void: they are integrated, more or less, with other aspects of the culture.

As a Legal Mechanism

Perhaps the most obvious function of the sasswood ordeal and the concomitant oaths is that of being a strictly legal mechanism. Such a function can be split into genuine belief on the part of its users that the complex actually functions to determine guilt or innocence and otherwise acts as a legal agent, being at the same time both judge and executioner. The action in this case is directly meted out by the di-
The second aspect would be symbolic belief, especially in the case of oaths, that justice will be served in the end and that by having performed the prescribed ritual of oath-swearing alone, the case will be taken care of. In the situation of oaths, the action is delayed, but also direct. In both instances, the individual would see both aspects as effectively solving legal and moral issues to the satisfaction of the society. In the case of oaths' delayed action ("general warrant") and the ordeals' immediate action, a more complete coverage for all crimes—past, present, and future—is achieved and provides a greater legal security for the society.

As a Social Unifier

Another function closely related to the carrying out of justice is the social unifying effect of oaths and ordeals. During and after a crime such as witchcraft has been committed, there follows a period of generalized social malaise and tension whose diffused focus becomes solidified in the person of the accused.\textsuperscript{139} During the highly emotional period preceding the accusation of the individual, the society is regarded as being in a state of social and moral disequilibrium which has resulted from the consequences of the crime as well as the uncertainties of who is the culprit and the vulnerability of the other members of the group to similar attack, such as witchcraft or adultery. By participa-

\textsuperscript{139} An analogous function was proposed by Malinowski (Magic, Science and Religion, 1948: p. 52) in his noting that death in a society "threatens the very cohesion and solidarity of the group" and that religion and the ceremonial of death "counteract the centrifugal forces of fear and demoralization and ... provide the most powerful means of reintegration of the group's shaken solidarity."
ting in the emotional, solemn ritual of oath-swearing and ordeals, the
members are cathartically relieved and the society itself returns to a
state of equilibrium. This is achieved through the deliberate, public,
and conciliatory actions of the ordeals and oaths.

As an Equalizer of Social Status

Among the West Atlantic groups studied, oaths and ordeals serve to
equalize inequities of social status among the individuals of the society.
Some instances were reported where men only, acting as elders, could
accuse those persons of being witches. In addition, with the excep-
tion of very rare cases in which old women were allowed to accuse others
of witchcraft, females were the recipients of the accusations and were
never the instigators. It should be noted that both men and women
could be accused of witchcraft, but only men (and old women) could accuse.
In keeping with the fact that witchcraft accusations, like gossiping, are
usually directed at those who invite the envy and jealousy and mistrust
of others in the society, one may see that by and large it is the have-
not's who accuse the have's of witchcraft. Whether innocent or guilty,
the man so blamed must pay a legal fee to the sassafras specialist and
must be publicly accused, thereby "satisfying" the public that justice
is being correctly exacted (that is, that the one of whom they are jea-
lous is being shown for less-than-mighty). Furthermore, if the party is
found to be guilty, he will be removed from the society through his
death; and upon his demise, cases have been noted where the deceased's
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family is sold into slavery and his goods redistributed throughout the society as a whole. ¹⁴² For example, Horatio Bridge, writing in the nineteenth century, reported that the accused's cattle were redistributed after his proof of guilt and subsequent death, demonstrating the notion of the social equalizing function. ¹⁴³ In this way, one can see that not only are the possessions of the accused distributed on a more equitable basis throughout the society, but also the family of the envied one may be reduced to slavery, which may be regarded as being "very satisfying" to the group.

The Association with Slavery

Another function follows from the preceding. It was noted that in some instances the families of the guilty were sold into slavery, which fact has been established in several sources. For instance, a nineteenth century report on the slave trade states that, "natives also sometimes become slaves, in consequence of crimes, as well as (the fact) that it is not an uncommon thing on the coast, to falsely impute crimes for the sake of seeking persons so accused of crimes."¹⁴⁴ The crimes "falsely imputed" were adultery and witchcraft, which automatically called for the sasswood ordeal. George Thompson, a missionary writing in 1858, described the fact that among the Mende the chiefs went to war or else

¹⁴² Afzelius, op. cit., p. 24ff.
¹⁴³ Bridge, op. cit., p. 68.
brought false charges against the individuals in order that they might be sold into slavery. John Matthews made reference to the fact that the penalty for apparently even an accusation of witchcraft was "slavery inevitable." These citations indicate a further consequence of the ordeal in the intensification of the slave trade which dominated the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It would appear that supernatural approval of the increased wealth of the accusers was given in exchange for bringing so many "miscreants" to justice. Analogies may be seen in the Protestant (Calvinist) ethic of God's will and favor being manifested in the economic success of His flock, just as those who were successful in the slave trade became economically well-off because of their performance of "justice" through ritual means.

Politics and "Police"

The relation of the Poro secret society and the existence of the sasswood ordeal manifests yet another function of the ordeal: political control and a "social police force." As noted in the Dan myth, the witch-hunting activities were assigned to the zo, or legal-religious specialists. As reported in Harley, all major offenses against the society or against the Poro, including murder and witchcraft, would be subject to a trial that was held by the Ki La wi society in secrecy, so that society secrets would not be revealed to the public. The
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sentence, trial by sasswood or execution, would occur at a later date in public. This demonstrates that the Poro also used the sasswood ordeal for its own purposes.

Perhaps the best way of showing the relationship between sasswood and the administration of justice and the application of political power would be to quote Harley. In describing the Poro among the Gio, he states that

... There was a tendency to manipulate the mechanism of justice and its execution so that no one would appear publicly responsible either for the decision or its execution. The best example of this is the sasswood ordeal, in which the poison cup drunk by the accused was supposed to make its own decision automatically. If the individual were guilty, the sasswood executed him on the spot with the same infallible mechanism. There was no judge to be the object of resentment of those who dissented ... To make the whole thing still further impersonal, the sasswood ordeal was presided over by an individual whose identity was hidden under a great mask, representing not an ancestor, but the great forest demon. The idea was inherent that it was on this authority that this trial was conducted and that he had made this public appearance for that specific purpose. There was also the idea that the poison portion was the real judge of the guilty. A detail of the sasswood ritual refers the whole responsibility to the tree itself.

In the sasswood ordeal we have mask, medicine, and mechanism all sharing the blame. My use here of the term "medicine" perhaps needs modification. It is really mana, or hidden power inherent in the drug, which does the work. The mechanism is merely to put that power into operation and to protect it from the contrary forces or powers that would tend to neutralize it; for it is well recognized that if the mana of any substance fails to work, it is either because there is present a more powerful, opposing mana, or because the ritual mechanism has not been properly carried out. In the case of the mask, the inherent mana should be considered as the most powerful possible. 148

It may be deduced from the quotation that the Poro manipulated justice in that by substituting the mask as the agent of social control such that

148 Harley, op. cit., p. ix.
the individual acting in a legal capacity is able to remain in a position where he does not have to accept the consequences of these juristic actions. Their knowledge of the belief systems of the society that dictates those situations that will require the sawswood ordeal as well as their knowledge of the poison's varying action result in a position of authority in that it is they who, in effect, "write" the rules. Masks in the Poro secret society serve the purpose of making distant the association between the human agents (zo) and the effect of the judgment manifested through the action of the poison.

The other than political-legal functions of the Poro will not be considered at this time other than to note that the Poro forms a very powerful and secret organization to control all its members. The leaders of the society hold sway over common men, impose laws upon them, and keep them in check by the fear of the supernatural power with which they are believed to be endowed. This fear lies behind all heads of families and men of standing, behind all chiefs and political leaders. 149

The Poro secret society, or the equivalent, exists among all of the West Atlantic tribes and has been described as one of the characteristics of this culture area.

There are numerous historical references to the Poro society. The earliest mention was in 1560 in the report of an Englishman, John Hawkins, who sailed by the West African coast. What he termed the "contuberia" judged the cases of adultery among the Temne. 150 According to Hawkins in these cases, swearing was done to the spirit of the Poro, so that there is evidence for the early association between the Poro and oath-
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swearing.

In 1620 Olfert Dapper made reference to the existence of the "Belli-Paaro" (or Poro) society which tried witchcraft and adultery cases. All unexplained deaths were attributable to witchcraft, and one may infer that the sassetwood ordeal, or oath-swearing, were used to detect the culpability of the accused individuals. 151 The Mano and Loma name for the secret society is bele (or "Belli"), which would seem to substantiate Dapper's observation. 152

Kenneth Little in 1955 stated that the secret societies were in the possession of the strongest medicine used in swearing. 153 While other "unofficial" medicines were extant among the Mende, the only real, genuine, and official usage was of the Poro medicine.

As an Educational Tool

The final function of the sassetwood ordeal may be regarded as an educational tool; and in this capacity, it is related to the operation of the Poro society. Where the Poro is meant to provide for the indoctrination of the boys in tribal lore and custom, the legal-religious aspect of the Poro-sponsored, zó-conducted sassetwood ordeals serve to further inculcate the audience with moral lessons about socially defined "grave matters." This may be construed as possessing a mnemonic function.

151 O. Dapper, UmbändländlieBe und Eigentliche Beschreibung von Afrika (Leiden: Jacob von Meurs, 1620).
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This does not mean that the individuals are told, in a "coded message," that certain actions are detrimental to the society and are therefore illegal. The effect is less obvious. Like the trauma of circumcision and subincision, the pain associated with the poison ordeal may be said to function to ingrain the principles into the recipients' and the observers' minds.\textsuperscript{154} Something that is either painful or associated with pain in the accuseds' and audience's eyes is not easily forgotten. The sasswood ordeal reminds the individuals in a society that the consequences for misbehaving are painful and will be exacted for transgressions of the moral code.

Chapter IV in dealing with manifestations of resilience and change in the ordeals and oath-swearings among the West Atlantic groups will reconsider these functions in light of past and present conditions.
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Before discussing the manifestations of change in the sasswood ordeal and possible motivations for those changes, it seems appropriate to discuss at this point generally what might be factors which could be regarded as variables in effecting change and the likelihood of such change with respect to these variables. Preconditions of culture change are especially pertinent to the case such as the present one where one trait-complex is being considered. It has been noted earlier that cultural elements are thought to change with greater rapidity and more facilely than systems of traits or complexes, so that the present study makes it even more important to study the impetus to change as well as the probability of change.\footnote{See Page 4.} We shall begin by reiterating the characteristics of the sasswood ordeal with a view to ascertaining its vulnerability to change.

I. CULTURE CHANGE AND THE ORDEAL

The sasswood ordeal and its coincident oath-swearing belong to the classification of cultural behavior described as legal and religious, which in turn have been delineated as one of the crucial "basic main-
tence, security, and interaction systems of a culture." The ordeal is necessary to the people practicing it because of its ability to solve problems of the society, with especial regard to morality and group rules, which would otherwise result in states of disequilibrium in the face of their irresolution, necessarily harmful to the society's cohesion.

The sasswood ordeal would belong to this classification.

The essentials of ideological security (that is) basic intellectual and religious assumptions, and interpretations as to the existence, power, providence, morality, welfare, and attendant emotional tensions. Perhaps most consistently stable have been those beliefs and behaviors which become active at times of extreme crisis and insecurity, as with natural calamity, accident, sickness, death and disposal of the dead, or the spiritual threat of pollution, as with black magic.

In addition, these essentials of ideological security are described as being tempered with emotional overtones which justify their existence. These emotions usually are associated with the "essentials" from the time of child-training; and due to these factors of deeply engrained emotional "knowledge" of the correctness of such practices, they are thought to be especially resistant to change. In the case of the sasswood ordeal, the elements which would tend to remain stable because of the above defined characteristic of being "essential," are the use of the poison ordeals in the light of "drinking fetish" in which the draught is thought to be suffused with supernatural, divinatory power of its own; its use in the finding and punishment of witches who form an integral part of the group's criminals, reflecting as they do a "projection" of the deviant element of the society; and finally its importance
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in being a public trial in which the social consensus is obtained. Embossed as the sasswood ordeal is with symbolic meaning and assuming its ritual form, it may be postulated that a change in the basic structure of the ordeal—its function less than its form—would be either very slow, non-existent, or, at the other extreme, revolutionary due to rampant proselyzation by a conquering peoples, in which case reintegration of the society with respect to this one trait-complex would be difficult to achieve. Because of the ordeal’s close link to legal and religious life, it may be generally assumed that the ordeal would tend to remain constant through time.

What impetus there has been to change among the West Atlantic tribes may be regarded as a consequence of contact diffusion, as opposed to internal invention or innovation. Two variables, again defined by Keesing, in particular seem to be important in this case of the sasswood ordeal. General flexibility of the recipient culture is significant in that its total composition—its rigidity or its malleability—in all aspects are critical to the determination of whether the society will accept the adjustments. With regard to flexibility, it would appear that the West Atlantic tribes are split. The coastal tribes seem generally less rigid and more open to change as a result of their longer history of continued contact with western European nations; and in some senses, such as economic, these connections may be characterised as being interdependent. The inland tribes, such as the Dan and Limba, may be considered to be more inflexible in their response to outside con-
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tact because of the relative inaccessibility to these regions from the coast; and one therefore may expect greater conservatism in their value systems.

The other variable is related to flexibility and has been called congruence of the cultural systems in contact. Where the first related to the general receptivity of the host culture to innovations, the concept of congruence reflects the amenability of the two cultures to exchange; that is, are the two value systems of the English, for example, compatible with those of the Temne, such that the latter would be likely to respond favorably to legal-religious innovations proposed by the former. It is in this regard that the innovations may come across a bulwark, for the moral systems and religious beliefs of the two are essentially at odds. Where economic and political practices may be said to be complementary, the essential values of the two are significantly different. As results of westernization, where innovations in the economic sphere (increase in slavery, the "job" system, and the like) and in the political arena (closer contact between the individual and the local political leader) would be acceptable, the religious and legal innovations, such as those proposed under the anti-witchcraft Christian belief systems and western "rational" law of trial by jury without supernatural assistance, would not be regarded to be compatible with the indigenous systems of religious and legal causality. Thus, the resilience of the saswood ordeal in the face of laws established with the formation of the Protectorate and the zealous designs of the missionaries.
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appears self-evident. In keeping with the above-mentioned conservatism of the inland tribes, these may be considered to be especially conservative areas.

II. HISTORICAL INFLUENCES

There have been historically four critical influences which either affected or were in a position to potentially affect the asswood ordeal and oath-swearing. As implied in the last section, some influences have had a minimal effect, and no factors affected the practice to a very great extent. However, in all cases it was apparent that what change that was manifested was more in terms of form than in function and often one element came to dominate the other elements, giving the complex a different appearance, such as oath-swearing taking precedence over what became the illegal use of ordeals in modern Liberia. 161

Islam

The earliest potential effect on the oath-ordeal complex was that presented by Islam. Islam entered the West Atlantic region in the eleventh through seventeenth centuries by means of the spread of the Islamic Mandingo and the Fulla clerics and traders, and it was concentrated in the northern regions of this area. In addition, it has been noted that the existence of north-south trade routes, resulting from topographical features such as thick forest which limited east-west trade, had the effect of increasing the Islamic influence in these directions
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rather than east-west. The greatest percentages of the practice of Islam are for the Susu (80 percent), the Yalunka (40 percent), the Temne (33 percent), with the Mende, the Limba, and the Sherbro-Krim-Bullom (averaging 5 percent each). Islamic influence has also been noted for the Vai, the Kpewesi, the Kru and the Gio, though no specific percentages have been made available.

Many of the connections are demonstrated by linguistic affinities, such as the Vai, Limba, Susu, and Yalunka word for sacrifice (saraka), borrowed from the Arabic. The Grebo and Kru grigri is thought to be a Krio form of gresh, an Arabic term meaning "to drive away." The term for spirits—vina (Susu), L'iena (Yalunka), and dyngange (Mende)—are derived from the Arabic jin.

In all cases, the Mandingoes and the Fullas were respected and generally regarded as being superior to their host tribes. The inhabitants of the West Atlantic area admire Islam for its learning, the ability to make charms, and in their methods of divination as well as
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the prestige associated with this religion. To this latter aspect and to the problems of African and Islamic law the reader will now be directed.

The effect of Islam on both the law and the religion of the tribes might be regarded as variable because of the gradations in penetrance of the religion. In Sierra Leone and Liberia, Islamic law has been amalgamated into rather than entirely replacing native customary law. Its effect is therefore partial, and one manifestation is the "winking at" a wealthy man of the West Atlantic cluster who has more than four wives, a Muslim restriction not enthusiastically or completely enforced. Islamic legal tenets are based on the Sharia, which follows the teachings of Malik Ibn Anas as a type of revealed law. It is concerned mainly with questions of divorce, marriage, inheritance, guardianship, and waqfs (charitable trusts) and minimally with crimes. However, though it does not mention what to do in cases of murder, the Sharia "frowns severely on all forms of sorcery and witchcraft." One may see that with regard to witchcraft-caused murders, which would include most deaths in African ideology, the clash with traditional African
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principles of law has been fundamental. Where the tribe had been Muslimized, as among the Vai and the Gio of Liberia, there ceased to exist the reliance on fetishes made in the African manner in the likeness of living things; but the beliefs were transferred to verses from the Koran, where the temporary repository of the spirits was then thought to be situated. The shift in legal matters is also seen from ordeal divination (sasswood) to a form of oath-swearing where the medium becomes the verses of the Koran. With respect to divination of unknowns, sand divination (kaesant) and the casting of stones (angbere) have become the chief mechanisms, so that it would appear that the notion of "drinking fetish" has been removed from their ideology. The fatal potentiality of the sasswood ordeal was also removed, because this practice was not in accord with the principles laid down in the Koran.

The success of the adoption of Islam by the tribes of this region may be explained by several factors. Usually, because of the prestige associated with the religion, it was initially the ruling families who became Islamized and this did not involve any real change in the customary religious practices. In addition, stress was laid on the uniqueness and exclusiveness of the Islamic practices and its opposition to the prevailing religion of the regions. For these reasons, of prestige and "aloofness" associated with the practice of Islam, the penetration of this religion may be seen as being incomplete. It should be further noted that Islam was successful because it was effectively integrated.
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into traditional tenets of African custom, such as polygyny, the bride-price and divinatory procedures. The success of Islam in Africa, though incomplete, may be summarized as follows.

The difference between Islam as an impersonal and abstract system with a body of doctrine and a rigid legal code embracing not merely ritual, but every aspect of life and the diversified and complex African systems of life appear so profound that few points of contact seem apparent and the psychological shock of religious change to be as great as that for an African converted to western Christianity. This is not so in practice. The reason is that Islam in contact with Africans is characterized by a series of gradations which act as insulation in passing on Islamic radiation gradually to animist societies. 177

Apparently, Islam offered some new alternatives without displacing the old, such that divination and oath-springing could remain. In addition, sanctions of behavior found a new source in the written laws of Islam. 178

The effect of Islam on the religion of the West Atlantic tribes may be seen to be basically minimal since it blended, or was congruent, with customary beliefs.

Slavery

It has been reported that the institution of slavery was native to West Africa before the first slaves were taken in the early sixteenth century by the Portuguese. 179 It has remained a viable indigenous practice up to the present among groups of the West Atlantic cluster, such as the Mende. 180 It has also been noted in this paper that the increase in demand for slaves by the Portuguese and the English may have
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led to an increase in the practice of the sasswood ordeal for the purpose of obtaining more slaves. The question may be asked again, what effect did the institution of slavery have on the practice of the ordeal? In this regard, the study will lead to an assessment of the records of the antebellum South to ascertain if the ordeal were practiced in those regions to which the slaves were shipped; and if it and the oaths were practiced, the changes and similarities which were manifested.

No question can be raised that the slave trade had a traumatic effect on the captives as well as on those who remained in Africa. Where those at home were faced with the loss of manpower and the increased warfare consequent to the rise of slavery, those who endured the Middle Passage were faced with new surroundings and new ways of life. The greatest trauma recorded was that of the lack of a basis for status among the slaves. It was pointed out that all levels of society were made slaves, and thus they were all reduced to the lowest rung relative to their captors. It became difficult, however, to stabilize an endogenous hierarchy. They were well aware that they were slaves, but the stigma attached to this new status appeared to be not so great as the white masters' view of their position. Africans, in short, had been used to hard work and the land they were required to work were very like the lands they had left in Africa. The shock of slavery was not economic, but mainly social in the disruption of families and the new chaos of their relative social positions with respect to each other.
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The new "slave personality" that resulted has been described as a "result of the interaction between certain universal elements of West African culture, the institutionalized demands of plantation life, the process of enslavement, and the creative response to enslavement." With respect to religion, it was noted that most religious practices of traditional African society were amenable to the later dictates of the white masters in their belated and half-hearted attempts to inculcate Christian beliefs. Religious activities were areas of considerable potential creativity and social strength; and the slaves in the new world used religion as the central area for the creation and re-creation of the community. In addition, African slaves in the new world had come from societies in which there was no apparent distinction between the sacred and secular activities, such that these facets remained integrated in the slave societies.

There are two sources of evidence which cite the continuation of the practice of poison ordeals with slight variations in the slave states. It was reported that the slaves of Virginia, for example, were known to hold "conjur talks" (i.e., palaver) before the administration of "herbal poisons" in their own legal cases. These poisons were effective because of the slaves' belief in their efficacy, and they eventually were made illegal by the State of Virginia in the early eighteenth century.
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In perusing the records of other slave cases in the South, namely Alabama, Louisiana, and Georgia, it was noted that many cases of the use of poisons were recorded. For instance, the recorded case in 1729 in Louisiana reported the association of witchcraft with the use of poisons. One may infer from this that ordeals might have been used in ascertaining the guilt of the alleged witch. Such a conjecture seems to be legitimate because the whites at this time were not interested in the customs of their slaves, and what they would notice would be the effect of the poisoning and not the manner in which it was administered or for what purpose.

Another instance may be cited as an example of what might be interpreted as the use of poison ordeals. To prove culpability in a case of theft (for example) among the slaves, it was noted that the suspect was forced to drink "a bottle of water filled with dust from the grave of a recently departed slave;" and that if the individual lied, he would die from the draught. Because of this fact, most slaves were noted to have confessed. This aspect may be quoted more fully.

Another method of detecting thieves was with the use of graveyard dust. Slaves felt that no matter how untrue a man during the life, on his deathbed, he would tell the truth or risk going to hell. Thus, graveyard dust would be gathered from the grave of the slave last buried, and placed in a bottle of water. The contents of the bottle was offered to the accused. He was told if he took the chicken and drank the water, he would go straight to hell; and if, however, he did not take the chicken, he would have no fear of drinking the dust. Being unusually superstitious, many would admit to being the thief rather than have anything further to do with the dust.
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In remembering the significance of a poison ordeal presented earlier in this paper, it was noted that "drinking fetish" or anything sacred in the eyes of the users constitutes the users' conception of the efficacy of the draught and that the substance is not thought to be a poison, but rather to act as a poison in the case of the guilt of the accused. Thus, the report given would seem to indicate that the practice of drinking draughts to test innocence was still alive among the slaves. Changes in the representation of the ordeals may be regarded as an alteration in their needs, i.e., from murder to theft or to include both of these crimes. It may be that the practice of oaths and ordeals may have increased in the manner of social pathology in that "neurotic" behavior, resulting from the upheaval of social status and family orientations, may have resulted in an increase of crimes of slaves-against-slaves and thereby increased the use of methods of detection of these crimes, such as ordeals and oaths. Such a situation would seem to be substantiated by the fact that a great suicide rate was noted for slaves during the Middle Passage and during the first decades in their new lands. 

Western European Influence

The first explorers to the coasts of Sierra Leone and Liberia came during the early to middle of the fifteenth century. The great emphasis at this time was for new lands and new sources of the luxury commodities of the East such as precious metals and spices. While the main intention of these voyages to distant and strange lands in Africa was the discovery and claim of these material goods, as well as slaves, there was also the
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lure of the bizarre which attracted some of the earlier traders. Some of these early merchants, such as Cadomosto in 1455, were relatively accepting and relatively non-judgmental of the stranger behaviors of the inhabitants; but by and large, it may be said that the earlier traders were more concerned with commerce and their own illnesses than with what they wrote down for posterity. For this reason, the reports during this period are concerned for the most part with physical descriptions of the inhabitants and the types of fauna and flora extant at the time. There was little concern regarding ideological frameworks or anything that was not in the most obvious sense sensational. This was the period of the Portuguese and the early British explorers and lasted from approximately the 1450's to the 1750's. Also included in this period were the reports of some Dutchmen, such as Olfert Dapper, who, as noted before, referred to the Belli-Paaro society (Poro).

The most remarkable description of the sasswood ordeal, both for its completeness and precision of recording as well as for the relatively early date at which it was written (1795), was that of Adam Afzelius, a Swedish botanist. His description of the ordeal among the Temne is worth reproducing for the reader, and a slightly shortened version has been placed in the Appendix. It may be regarded as the basic description with which to compare other accounts of the practice; and it is unique in the author's precision of accurate recording of events as well as his perspicacity in their interpretation.

Afzelius was trained as a botanist during the middle to late eighteenth century in two schools of thought which affected the ability as a recorder. First was his instruction in Linnean biological classi-
ification. Where taxonomic matters were not the concern of his record in West Africa, such a scientific training may be considered to have instilled in Afzelius notions of unemotional observation of and attention to detail which would, roughly speaking, put everything in its correct place. He wrote down everything he saw, even details which others might have regarded as insignificant or superfluous. The Scientific Age and the Age of Reason were peaking in Europe at this time, and Afzelius appears to have been the recipient of all the best qualities of both. 192

In addition, it has been reported that Afzelius was a member of an intellectual society extant at the time called the Swedenbourgh group. The main tenet of this society was the equality of the human races throughout the world, which was a remarkable notion for that period. The importance of this philosophy can readily be deduced in that it would result in even further accuracy and lack of bias in the presentation of data. This is manifested especially in his record of the red-water (sasswood) ordeal. Fortunately, Afzelius was a true scientist, for the notion of equality among men did not result in romanticized, Rousseauan notions of the Noble Savage. It is of further interest to contrast the "scientism" of a Swede whose country had little or no interest in the economic advantages of slavery with the approach used by the English explorers, such as Matthews and Macaulay, whose interests in the "inferiority" of the West African inhabitants were precipitated by the economic advantages sought by their mother countries. 193 Their "scientific" approach resulted not in the notion of equality, but rather
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in the "proof" that the "natives" were "inferior" as presented by their religious beliefs and "barbaric" practices, such as the sasswood ordeal. Afzelius was at least partially aware of the seemingly unscientific view of other Europeans when he remarked, "watching such trials provides entertainment for Europeans which they sorely resent when they are not able to see them." 194

The difference between previous recorders' descriptions of the sasswood ordeal and that of Afzelius lies many leagues apart. Afzelius also provided some interpretation of the practice. He was the first to note, for example, the relatively arbitrary nature of the accusations made. "The real motivation for the accusations always remains a profound secret. He (the accuser) may do it upon a good foundation but also only out of spite and enmity. And the accused have no other course but to submit to drink red water." 195 It may be assumed from reading Afzelius' account that the practice among the Temne and Bullom in 1795 was well established in its characteristics, and at least one of the functions at this time appears to have been as an equalizer of social status.

In the latter half of the eighteenth century up to the beginning of the twentieth century came men and women of multifarious purposes and goals to the western coast of Africa. As the attitudes prevalent at this time were many, they will be discussed in turn. This period was dominated by British influence.

The "British mentality" at this time has been characterized as
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being "experienced and wise" in matters of the world, especially with
regard to Empire and "ready to conquer" new lands in the name of the
Queen. This era of British rule was dominant, aggressive, and vain;
and it reflected itself in the attitudes towards the black inhabitants of
Sierra Leone and Liberia. Where the colonists' main concerns were the
lack of suitable entertainment and the paucity of their accustomed foods,
the "natives" were dismissed in the following cursory manner, provided
by one Colonel Ballantyne in 1870.

I use the term (savage) advisedly, because I wish to call
things by their right name. The savage IS a savage, and in
my experience among the natives of different parts of the
earth, I have never met with what is styled the "Noble
Savage," nor even heard of a genuine specimen, except in cases
when individuals have embraced the civilizing Gospel. Let me
not be misunderstood. I have no sympathy whatever with those
who regard "niggers" as an inferior race of ignoble men, who
are only fit for the benefit of the highly exalted, to be
killed or turned into beasts of burden. But on the other hand,
I have little sympathy, and no agreement with those who, for­
getting, apparently, that this red-Kafir is in truth a savage,
would treat him as if he were already a Christian and try to do
him every possible good, and chiefly, to bring his soul in contact
with the savior, is our simple duty, but to trust him is no
part of our duty. It is worse than folly because it defeats
our philanthropic views and prolongs his debasement. Who would
trust a thief, or a liar, or a murderer? The whole Kafir notion,
root and branch, is a huge thief, an inveterate liar, and a
wholesale murderer.

The feelings that the "native" was an "uncontrollable savage" resulted in
records which are punctuated with numerous exclamation points, completing
remarks on the "intrinsic inferiority of the native." Some records were
not so caustic as others, but the general tone of them was decidedly of
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a superior making judgments on an inferior. Such views reflected a notion which predominated the latter half of the nineteenth century in the form of "pseudo-Darwinism," which assigned a "childlike quality to the innately mentally deficient African," who required the moorage and steerage of the whites. The "inferiority" of the blacks was alleged to be reflected in their polygamy, nakedness, their body odor (which observation the blacks made about the whites), their "fetishism" and witchcraft, and their barbarities such as poison ordeals. Whether the motive driving the adventurers, travelers, and traders was the excitement of discovery or the desire for profits in a far-off land of riches, it was the sense of destiny on the part of the Victorian British to endure the legendary White Man's Burden.

Assuming the "innate inferiority and savagery of the black" inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia, the manner in which the reporters during this period would described the sasswood ordeal should be considered. In general, most writers were concerned more with the appearance of things than their operation, and any items which were strange were summarily dismissed as non-Christian and therefore evil. In keeping with such a categorization, the records from this period only describe the ordeal in superlatives and in the barest of detail and without too much of the benefit of explanations for their purpose in the society.

Explorers, adventurers, travelers, and others were not too concerned with the conversion of the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia
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because their interests were more in trade and adventure and fame. Where they condemned the practices, such as the sasswood ordeal, which they encountered there, there was little attempt made to change this behavior. The effect of this group of Victorian British may be regarded as minimal to the practice of the sasswood ordeal.

The effect of the missionary on the African appears to be more germane to the present survey. The missionary, or so-called humanitarian, approach to the study of the people of West Africa, long influential in that continent as well as other areas of the Empire, originated in the late eighteenth century as a kind of over-reaction to and atonement for the slave trade and the Protestant ideas which had supported it. In keeping with the notion of "pseudo-Darwinism" described above, all the evils of the society—poverty, disease, fears—were blamed on what they considered to be the evil, false religion; and the missionaries arrived in a flurry of religious fervor to rectify the situation and to show the residents the "True and Guiding Light." Where the missionary was the one who stayed the longest with the indigens, knew his language and some of his custom, he also was the one who tried the most to alter the status quo. Missionary work became a conscious attack on the traditional African society itself. Conversion was not limited to religious beliefs and practices, but also to clothing, habits of behavior, table manners, artistic endeavors, and other aspects.

The recalcitrance on the part of the African to be converted
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to Christian belief, other than paying a token "lip service" by attending church, may be explained by two facts. First, the missionaries themselves appeared to have engaged in the very witchcraft and magic that they condemned in the fact that they crossed the seas and introduced such charms as lighters and such magical tools as cameras. It was difficult to convert the "virgin, if darkened minds, awaiting the message of redemption and salvation,"\textsuperscript{202} if the white himself engaged in practices just as "senseless and barbarian" to the black. This point of cultural relativism appears to have been one never really appreciated, considered, or practiced by most missionaries.

The second factor of the inhabitants' unresponsiveness to the proselyzation may be explained in terms of the resilience of their religious beliefs to change. Since these aspects formed such an integral part of the culture with its moral rules, it may be stated that the missionaries' efforts to upset this balance were in vain. The missionaries were particularly appalled by the belief system which functioned in relation to "evil" as manifested by idolatrous "fetishes" and the belief in witchcraft, and not in relation to "goodness and God." The basic Lebenssicht of a people cannot be so readily and drastically altered as the missionaries had hoped.

An example of the missionary's attitude to the practices of the inhabitants of this region may be seen by quoting briefly the records of one missionary, George Thompson, who served in Sierra Leone in the mid-nineteenth century. His report and comments may be regarded as be-
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ing fairly typical. The reference is not to the sasswood ordeal in particular, but to the general beliefs of the traditional African.

What ideas a poor, ignorant African has of such idols or fetishes, and the virtue of their worshipping them, it is difficult to find out. We cannot get low enough in their deep depths of degradation to get a clear understanding of it; indeed their notions seem to be a confused mass of superstitious fancies, that they cannot definitely and clearly express. 203

and

... Though they "know God," they do not pray to Him, or worship Him, or study, desire, and seek to please Him, but follow their own evil hearts; and for their known wickedness, for not obeying the light they have, they must be condemned ... Even of the heathen may it be truthfully said, "Ye knew your duty but ye did it not." 204

With regard to more specific "acts of cruelty," Thompson has this to say.

To the foregoing (description of the cruelty of the Poro sacrifice) add the almost innumerable victims which are continually being burned to death for witchcraft, etc., and what vast multitudes of innocent human beings are yearly sacrificed on the altar of heathendom, to superstition! It is awful to think of it, and yet the stern and horrid reality exists while I write and you read. May the blessed Gospel soon do away with these savage cruelties! 205

The intent and effect of the missionary on the practice of the sasswood ordeal may be described. Since the missionary's work was principally religious conversion, and since the ordeal and oaths belong to that classification of items resistant to change, one can deduce that the sasswood ordeal would remain constant in underlying ideology and functions, if not in its manifestations. The missionary attack was not
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against the ordeal specifically, though it was condemned for its inhumane cruelty (so they thought), but they did attempt to change the religious structure of a practice which would require dissolving the beliefs in witchcraft and the spiritual efficacy of "drinking fetish" and oath-swearing. While the African may have attended the church services held by the missionaries and changed the name of their nature gods to those of the saints and of their creator to God, there was no change in the structure of their belief system. The historical record may serve as witness to the fact that the sasswood ordeal did not change in either form or function, especially in the case of the hinterland tribes. Where some groups did drop the ordeal because of legal, government pressure, the oath-swearing was retained and substituted for the ordeal.

Urbanization

It is significant to note that industrialization, which had served as a boon to the slave trade in that slaves were exchanged for manufactured goods, and urbanization also affected the sasswood ordeal only slightly in form and not at all in function. Instigation of the Protectorate and its laws forbidding ordeals seems to have resulted in the underground activity of the sasswood ordeal and the continuance of oath-swearing. Oath-swearing persisted because it was required in Sierra Leonean and Liberian national courts and proved efficacious because of the belief held in them, that is, that they would seek out the guilt in a person if it were there.

206 Lewis and Foy, op. cit.
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At least two reports have been made of the contemporary use of the sasswood ordeal in urban centers, which is unique to the records offered for the practice. In 1960 Gerard Periot reported that President Tubman of Liberia had used the poison ordeal to decide an official case in 1947 in the village of Koulous. In addition, Hans Himmelheber in 1958 reported the contemporary use of the sasswood ordeal in Monrovia, Liberia, so that the use was not limited historically to only the hinterland regions. In the case cited by Himmelheber, the person employing the ordeal was a Dutchman whose knowledge of the ordeal's psychological efficacy in the view of those tribes using it resulted in true self-incrimination by those accused of theft, in this modern case. The point with both these cases is that up to the present time and in urban areas, where one would expect the influence of the modern world to be the greatest, the ordeal is still used, though by the writ of the countries' constitutions, they are illegal. The specific case of theft has altered the use of the ordeal somewhat, but its basic function of ascertaining guilt and the psychological uses to which it was put have apparently not changed, in that the fear inspired in the accused is the means of the ordeals' and the oaths' operation. One may assume that the educational function described in Chapter III has survived.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One purpose of the thesis has been to more clearly define the meaning, characteristics, and purposes of the sasswood ordeal as well as oath-swearing among the West Atlantic tribes of Africa. By surveying the historical sources over the past six hundred years, it was hoped that a composite picture of the ordeal would appear and provide a broader understanding of this ritual in terms of the legal and religious life of the societies studied. In addition, since the approach and techniques used were historical, evidence of the persistence of these practices was sought. In order to determine the success with which these goals were met, a brief summary of the findings is necessary in forming the conclusions.

I. SUMMARY: THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL

The sasswood ordeal is a form of technological divination which is utilized by those practicing it to solve problems, especially regarding crimes, which cannot be solved because there are too few facts. Alternatively, the ordeal is used to decide cases, especially of witchcraft and adultery, where the moral judges in the society, usually the zo, do not wish to be held personally responsible for having made the decisions. This "alienation effect" is achieved by the use of Poro masks among the Liberian tribes, and in addition, by the fact that in the viewers' eyes,
these ordeals are manifested as the judgments of the supernatural and not of human agents. Such a divine judgment is thought to be more stringent and impressive and, therefore, the lesson taught more deeply engrained in the individual. The sasswood ordeal owes its special efficacy to the fact that the drinking of draughts, such as the sasswood concoction, is an especially potent way of testing one's veracity and "good faith," in that the individual drinking the infusion becomes mystically infused with the divinatory power itself, which will find the truth of the crime—whether the accused is innocent or guilty—within the person and make the accused vomit if he is innocent.

There are several functions postulated for the sasswood ordeal and oath-swallering other than the obvious legal-religious guilt-determining mechanism, whose counterparts in western society may be seen in the lie-detector test and in swearing on the Bible.

It was noted that through the action of accusations, as rather straight-forward projections of jealousy and enmity on the part of the accuser, certain latent, and sometimes less-than-latent, hostilities are released, which might otherwise disrupt the society's moral and social equilibrium. This was seen as the social unifying effect and serves to re-achieve cultural balance by the ritual purgative demonstrated in both accusations and the subsequent oaths and ordeals. The ordeal is especially significant in this regard in that a single individual, or "scapegoat," becomes the focus of these tensions and hostilities.

In that the wealthy and powerful were usually the ones accused of witchcraft and therefore subjected to the sasswood ordeal, the function
as an equalizer or leveler of social status within the society may also be considered. By being fined or by the family of the accused, should be die in the ordeal or afterwards as punishment for his guilt, relinquishing all their goods and in the extreme becoming slaves, wealth in the society is redistributed and the former powerful ones are reduced to a less-than-mighty status. This would serve to retain another kind of status quo, in which the members of the society were roughly equal in power and wealth. In addition, it was thought that during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries these functions were especially important because there was an apparent increase in the number of accusations and subsequent ordeals for the purpose of acquiring more slaves for the markets of Europe and the New World. Such a fact may be regarded as temporary functional change in the practice of the ordeal due to outside economic pressure.

Finally, the sasswood ordeal was seen in connection with the Poro secret society; and in this sense, two functions were deduced. First, because the zo were reported to possess the most powerful "medicine" in the societies and the only "official" medicine to be used in determining guilt or innocence (ge du), the sasswood ordeal would seem to serve to reaffirm the "policing" function of the Poro and especially the superiority of the zo in this regard. Second, the Poro, in performing the ordeal, acts as an educational body in inculcating the norms and rules of the society by the mnemonic device of the sasswood ordeal. By this is meant that through the pain and the violent and emotional performance of the ordeal, the rules of the society, which were transgressed and necessitated the ordeal, are further inculcated into the minds of the
II. CONCLUSIONS: ETHNOHISTORIOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS

In surveying the historical evidence, there were two principal problems, other than the ones of ethnohistoriography mentioned in the Introduction, which have placed limitations on the drawing of specific conclusions regarding the conservatism of the practice of the ordeal and substantiation of those conclusions. First, the historical record was piecemeal in the descriptions of the ordeal. By this is meant that no one tribe was reported continuously through time with respect to the ordeal, so that it became difficult to accurately assess the degree of change with respect to this trait-complex for the whole area. For example, it was not possible that evidence of a change in form reported for the Temne in the eighteenth century be extrapolated as evidence for all groups in all time periods of the West Atlantic cluster. To attempt to do so would give disproportions.

Second, the references made to the ordeal in the various tribes were tangential and incomplete, in that the reporters usually merely stated that the practice existed and very rarely did the authors go into significant detail regarding the specific elements of the practice or any form of interpretation as to its functions. In short, no one has made the complex the special focus of a study. The fact that the record had to be pieced together in such a composite fashion as a result of the above-mentioned deficit in the historical record meant that any suppo-
sitions of culture change would necessarily remain, for the most part, conjecture. Rather than the descriptions of the ordeal proper, the contexts became more important for the detection of functional persistence in the practice in that these would represent significant changes. Keeping in mind these problems which were encountered, the historical influences described in Chapter IV will be discussed.

III. CONCLUSIONS: PERSISTENCE AND change in the SASSWOOD ORDEAL

Islam

Islamic influence on the ordeal would be limited to those tribes which had had prolonged contact with that religion, and these were the Mende, Temne, Yalunka, Vai, Susu, Grebo, Kru, and to a lesser extent the Limba. Islam had already in its religious repertoire divinatory practices such as sand divination (kaesant) and the casting of stones (angbere), and swearing of oaths on the Koran (angbaibel) would be congruent with the ordeal and oath-swearing already extant in the above-mentioned tribes. The change would be in substance and not in kind, so that the legal-religious divinatory function would remain the same. In addition, the written code of the Sharia, providing a system of codified rules, would mean that the mnemonic effect of the ordeal, as described above, would no longer be required for the learning and emotional inculcation of the laws of the society. The Sharia was "revealed law" and because it, too, was divinely ordained, would retain religious sanctions for moral conduct. In conclusion, it may be said that the shift was from the "violent" ordeals to more routine forms of divination which would serve the purpose of deciding unknown or unknowable issues,
but which apparently implied the dissolution of the social status equalizing functions, in that there was a prestige factor attached to the adoption of Islam. The educational, or mnemonic, functions were assumed by the *Sharī'ah*.

**Slavery**

Slavery was selected as a possible influence on the practice of ordeals and oath-swearing because it was correctly supposed that the societal upset incurred by the removal of members from the society at home and the chaos caused by the disruption of families and ways of life in the colonies would result in an increased reliance on religious practices in the manner of social pathology: "cosmic thumb-sucking." Of particular importance in this case would be the function of tension-reliever and as a social unifier in times of emotional stress. It was noted that the idea of drinking the concoction which held magic powers of divining the truth within an individual remained and its frequency apparently increased. In this instance, the form changed from drinking an actually poisonous, purgative concoction to drinking a symbolically purgative brew of graveyard dust, whose efficacy would have to be purely psychological. The function remained the same, however. It is not possible to conclude at this time whether the educational function remained, for nowhere was there reported any audience observing the ritual who would be required for the educational purpose. Probably the moral lessons remained, but one cannot be sure.

Note has already been made of the increase of the practice of the sasswood ordeal in connection with the greater demand for slaves, which may be called an economic function.
Western Europe: Explorers and Missionaries

The western Europeans, in particular the British missionaries, made the greatest concentrated effort to change the sasswood ordeal, because it was part of the legal-religious beliefs which were contrary to the Christian "virtues" which they were promulgating as a means of atonement for their own guilt of the slaving period. The alternatives offered to the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia—going to church, praying to a god dissimilar from their own system of nature spirits and especially the denial of witchcraft as a viable life-force—were basically against the grain of indigenous belief. These alternatives were unsatisfactory at an emotional and ideological level to the indigens in that they did not solve their problems and daily dilemmas. Their system of causality based on the pervasiveness of ancestral spirits, and non-ancestral spirits, allowed for direct justice meted out by the supernatural and the obedience to the system of "bland, unemotional" written laws did not prove a satisfactory alternative to them. In keeping with the discussion of the resilience of religion, laws, and such practices as the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearthing which intermesh the two ideas, these items of "the essentials of ideological security" are noted to "die hard" unless faced with equally satisfying alternatives, which the missionaries and government officials simply would not and could not provide. Because they viewed these practices as "cruel and savage," the sasswood ordeal was made illegal by about the turn of the twentieth century, but oath-swearthing was allowed to continue because it was considered to be harmless and also to be efficacious because of the inhabitants' belief in them. However, regardless of the ban on the sasswood ordeal by the Protectorate
governments, the practice has continued to the present (i.e., 1967)\textsuperscript{211} in the hinterlands and is performed "underground," indicating the persistence of the supernaturally sanctioned trials and judgments made through the action of the poison.

Urbanization

If anything, the effect of the urbanization and more extensive encroachment of the western world, replete with its economic demands ("jobs," success, a moneyed economy) and its social requisites (monogamy, bilaterality, feminism, education) may be supposed to have increased the practice of sasswood ordeals and oath-swearing in their functions of relieving social and moral tensions at a societal level. Mention has been made of the fact that divination, as a means of knowing the unknown and deciding issues so important that the judgments should not be the responsibility of "mere mortals," is tenacious and adaptable to various changing circumstances.\textsuperscript{212} Howells has stated that the divinatory acts and arts are one of the most persistent of all religious activities.\textsuperscript{213} Since the new pressures of the modern world mentioned would result in greater personal indecision, problems and tensions, it may be concluded that ordeals and oath-swearing will probably persist at least as long as the pressures do. It might even be likely that they would increase because the job and moneyed economy may well result in a greater proportion of have's over have-not's, which may, in turn, produce jealousies and enmity to cause the greater incidence, though clandestine, of accusations of witchcraft.

\textsuperscript{211} Fischer, op. cit.

\textsuperscript{212} Dorjahn, op. cit., p. 7.

and the subsequent ordeal by sasswood. The function of "social leveling" would thereby possibly increase. The educational purpose for inculcating group morals and rules will also be expected to be emphasized if there continues to develop nativistic movements in returning to the old customs in reaction to the white putting pressure on the black to adopt the former's cultural mores.

The situation may eventually arise where the oath-ordeal complex assumes the status of a cultural survival, that is, an item of cultural behavior which has remained beyond its immediate "usefulness" to the society and is retained for "traditional" reasons. It has already been noted, for instance, that the political and legal authority of the Poro has diminished through the years. If the western courts of law become more persuasive in their ideology, the directly determinative and retributive purposes of the ordeal may decline. However, as an emotional and sanctified technique for educating its members in moral laws, the ordeal-oath complex would retain its utility. No evidence has been found to support such a functional shift at this time, but future investigations may provide data for such a claim of cultural survival as a part of nativistic movements or as a revival in traditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, through the diachronic study of the sasswood ordeal and oaths among the tribes of the West Atlantic cluster, a further exploration and explanation of these specific practices has been provided.

214Harley, op. cit.
They are seen as being essentially conservative practices in that they are a necessary part of the legal and religious life of the West Atlantic tribes and the basic structure of ordeals and oaths has not changed since it was first directly mentioned by Hawkins in 1560 to the present day. During the history of the practices, there have been certain formal changes, such as swearing on the Koran rather to the individual non-ancestral spirits, and the intensification of the use of the ordeal in matters of theft in New World slave communities; but essentially the form, contexts, and functions of the sasswood ordeal and oath-swearing have remained constant through time, reflecting the adaptability of the complex in response to varying pressures and dilemmas. In addition, it has been demonstrated that these purposes will remain in the future due to increasing, though different, pressures from western societies to conform to their value systems. If they change at all, it will be as one of the last elements of the culture to perish, for the resolution of indecision and the desire and the necessity to know the unknown are part of that amorphous quality, human nature, and no amount of Christian gospel and scientific "common sense" can solve that intrinsic quirk in man.
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APPENDIX A

A SUMMARY OF THE EXPLORERS TO SIERRA LEONE AND LIBERIA, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PRACTICE OF THE SASSWOOD ORDEAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPLORER</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TRIBES</th>
<th>SASSWOOD ORDEAL</th>
<th>OATHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadomosto</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>Wolof, Serer</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentin Fernandes</td>
<td>1506-1510</td>
<td>Bulões (Bullom?)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hawkins</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. A. De Almada</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>Sapes, Fulas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olfert Dapper</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>Mandingo Bellimo (Bullom?)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Corker</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>Sherbro</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Matthews</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>Sherbro, Susu, Mandingoes</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharay Macaulay</td>
<td>1793, 1796</td>
<td>Sherbro, Bullom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Afzelius</td>
<td>1795-1796</td>
<td>Temne, Bullom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Winterbottom</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>Fulas, Mandingoes, Kru, Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Corry</td>
<td>1805-1806</td>
<td>Mandingoes, Kru, Temne (?)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capn. E. Harrington</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horatio Bridge</td>
<td>1843-1844</td>
<td>Kru, Temne (?)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. C.W. Wilson</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>Temne, Grebo, Susu</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Hutchinson</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>Kru, Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORER</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>TRIBES</td>
<td>SASSWOOD ORDEAL</td>
<td>OATHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Thompson</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>Sherbro, Susu, Mende, Kru</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet Brittan</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>Kru, Grebo</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Richard Burton</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>Kru, Temne, Kissi, Grebo, Mandingo</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. B. Ellis</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>Sherbro, Rossu (?), Temne</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Büttikofer</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Vai</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Kingsley</td>
<td>1896-1900</td>
<td>Temne, Galine, Sherbro, Kru</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. H. K. Willans</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Kono</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. J. Alldridge</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Sherbro, Krim, Kru</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes McAllister</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Harry Johnston</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Vai, Gio, Mano, Sikon, Mandingo, Kru, Kpwesi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Milligan</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Bullom, Mende</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. J. Beatty</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. W. Thomas</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Temne, Susu, Limba</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Dorothy Mills</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Vai, Grebo</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. M. H. Migeod</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Susu, Limba, Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capn. René Viard</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Guérés</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. U. Hall</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Sherbro, Bullom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPLORER</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>TRIBES</td>
<td>SASSWOOD ORDEAL</td>
<td>OATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. McCulloch</td>
<td>N.D. ca. 1945</td>
<td>Mende, Loko, Temne, Limba, Vai, Yalunka, Susu, Koranko</td>
<td>X (?)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Wilson</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Mano</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Schwab</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Mano, Gio, Vai, Half-Grebo, Grebo</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Harley</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Vai, Mano, Kpwo, Kpelle, Dan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Little</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Mende</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther S. Warner</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gausseau</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Toma</td>
<td>X (? )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Paulme</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Kissi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Himmelheber</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard Periot</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Bassa &quot;Liberians&quot;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernon Dorjahn</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Temne</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Finnegan</td>
<td>1960-1961</td>
<td>Limba</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Parsons</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Kono</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eberhard Fischer</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B


A REDWATER TRIAL

It was about 10 o'clock a.m. when we arrived, and then almost everything was ready for the trial; but they could not begin it before the arrival of Sr. Domingo, as a principal person in this business. Near 11 o'clock arrived at last Sr. Domingo. And as every thing besides was now ready for the trial, they were going to begin it directly. But before I commence to give a description of it, I shall state the case.

When that great Parlaver was held here in September, I believe, 1793, on account of Prince Naimbanna's death, there were Natives and their Chiefs assembled not only from Sierra Leone, but also from all neighboring Countries round about--During this time and second day after they had been assembled, there was found in the morning a dead body in a canoe in Susan's bay. Being visited it was found to have a blow on the head, and consequently it was commonly believed, that the man had been killed by some body unknown--But as it was proved, that he had been drunk the preceding night, it was not at all improbable, that he might have fallen down in the canoe and killed himself.
But be this as it may, the young Domingo, to whom the dead man belonged, accused another from Bullamshore of having killed him. They had been seen together the preceding night, as well as some other Natives, drinking and rankling. But as the accuser particularly if a headman in a capital crime is not obliged to alledge any reason, the real motive of the accusation always remains a profound secret. He may do it upon a very good foundation, but also only out of spite and enmity. And the accused have no other change or method of clearing himself, than to submit to drink the red water.

This is the case here. The poor man from Bullamshore was accused of having killed one of little Domingo's people, and little Domingo was not satisfied without his drinking of red water. But it seemed as he had directly taken his refuge to Jemmy Queen and Robin Dick, for they were evidently his defenders. He was now living in the town of the latter and under his protection, and the former had already let him secretly drink the red water to see, whether he could stand the public trial. This is however common, and scarcely any body drinks publicly the red water who has not done it privately before amongst his friends.

As Robin Dick and Jemmy Queen were on the side of the accused, so great and little Domingo were against him and the latter acquiesced entirely in the superior talents and uncommon efforts of his Brother to get the man guilty.

And no wonder, that they make their best endeavours on both sides; for when the matter is carried so far as to the trial, it is an affair of great consequence to both parties. For on one side there is a life to be lost or saved, and even if the man should not die by drinking of
the water, if there should be committed the least fault, or he not able to stand the trial according to the full vigour of this savage custom, he will either be doomed to slavery, he and his whole family, or pay three slaves to the accuser.

On the other side there is the prosecutor, who if the defendant goes through the trial in its full extent according to the laws of the country as they call it, will be obliged to pay a slave, who, it seems, ought in justice to belong to the accused, but whose value his defenders always share between themselves.

As it is necessary that the red water should be taken on an empty stomach, watch is always given to the accused the night previous to the trial, in order to prevent him from eating anything, that may promote throwing off the water by vomiting.

At our arrival to Prince George's, the delinquent and his body Guard, consisting of about 8 or 10, chiefly young men, were seated in the Parlafer house, and no other person was then allowed to go there. They were all dressed in a decent manner, but the accused was stark naked, except a narrow cloth or girdle round the waist.

As soon as Sr. Domingo had arrived, this body of people arose, on a signal or order given by Prince George, going all in the wood, and one of them carried the delinquent on his back. The cause of their retreat, I suppose, was to make necessary preparations and to put everything in readiness and order on the place of the trial—In the mean time there was a great deal of consultation between the Chiefs, particularly those who were interested in the issue—And at last they were all called to come in Prince George's house by Domingo, who read to them, being assembled
and seated down on the ground, a long speech, containing ... the statement of the case and the indictment. This being finished, there was fired a gun, as a signal that the trial was to commence and that we should all retire to the place, where it was to be held ... Having gone about a half a mile through the woods, we arrived to a lugar, where we found the delinquent and his attendents before us, on the left hand side or towards the west, for we came in to the place from about the south. We were ordered to keep to the right hand side or towards the East ... Amongst us and next to us were the principal chiefs seated, as Sr. Domingo, Robin Dick, etc.--Behind us and towards the S.E. were a great crowd of the lower people, and farther towards the S., on the right hand of the entrance to the lugar, were standing all the women and the smaller children, and the very entrance was occupied by some of the inferior chiefs—on the North or towards the sea were no people at all. Jemmy Queen and Prince George had placed themselves within the crowd, at some distance from one another—This whole assembly was thus arranged in the form of a circle, which was open on the N. Side.

The accused stood before his Guard, very near to it, and turned his face towards the south ... At the right hand side were erected two stakes at a distance of four feet, and of these that towards the south was much higher than the other. These two stakes were besides joined by two cross-stakes, one above the other and on different sides of the erect stakes, or in that manner, that they formed a sort of seat, the upper cross stake being a support to the back, and the lower one a place to sit on.
Behind this so called seat or towards the west, and the southern side of it, the ground was neatly covered with Plantain Leaves, on which were placed the bark, that was to be used, a large brass kettle, filled with clear water, a straight new cut stake, a whisk or wisp with four short thick horizontal teeth of the same length and in the form of a half circle, and a larger Poloon or Wooden mortar. These implements seemed all very neat and clean and were all put on the south side of the seat;--Before the seat were some new cut sticks all laid across, on which the delinquent was standing, so that he did not touch the ground.

The effects and consequences of drinking the water are, according to the ideas and custom of the Natives as follows: If the drinker by vomiting throws up all the Colah or rice he has taken on an empty stomach, before the sunrise the following morning or much more if he does it during the very trial then is he innocent and publicly declared not guilty of the crime for which he was accused. But if he should die on the spot, or by purging get rid of the Colah or rice, then is he believed and proclaimed Guilty. In the former case his whole family and sometimes also his nearest relations are sentenced and dragged into slavery; and in the latter he is to join them himself and to share their miserable fate.

As soon as the man has vomited any part of the Colah, he is released for the present and allowed to leave the place of Trial, tho' always accompanied by his guard or some other persons, who narrowly watch him, for he is not yet considered as innocent. He must by vomiting get rid of all the Colah he has taken, before the next morning, and that without having any other evacuation during the same time, neither
pissing nor purging. But should he fail in any of these circumstances, that is to say, if before the stated time neither all the Colâh should come up, or he should be obliged to go to Stool or under necessity of pissing, then he is considered Guilty and doomed to slavery. But in this case he can redeem himself by procuring three other slaves which he had not right or sanction to do, if all the Colâh had remained within the body or been purged out, and no part by vomiting thrown away.

Amongst the Guard of the delinquent there is always one confident person selected as Headman, who superintends all the preparations before the Trial and the making of the red water, who makes some speeches and who takes care, that every thing goes on decently and according to custom during the whole Trial. The person who was now chosen seemed to be a middle aged man grave and steady, with shaved head. I never saw him before. He opened the proceedings and spoke some words, as soon as we were all assembled and seated. I understood, he reproached the Headmen and Chiefs for having retarded the Trial and had kept him, the watch and the delinquent waiting too long a time. Jemmy Queen and Robin Dick gave him an animated answer in few words. They seemed to speak with indignation.

This matter being settled it was ordered, that the Red water should be made—The Headman who had the direction of this business, arose and spoke to him and to one of his attendents or of the guard, who directly took up the bark intended for the preparation of the water, and shewed it to the assembled multitude, turning it on all sides and in all directions for a good while. There were three pieces or cakes of it, nearly orbicular, almost as large as common places & all of equal size. The
outer or rough bark had been taken off and the cakes afterwards scraped, washed, and cleaned in a nice manner.

In this state they were shown to the surrounding crowd, which being done, they were untied and taken out of the cleft of the stick, in order as they sat in it, and laid down on the Banana Leaves. The man who was ordered to prepare the red-water took then, after having previously washed his hands, these bark cakes, one after the other and holding them over the wooden mortar, broke them into pieces, which were afterwards beaten by a wooden pestle into as small parts as the moisture of the bark would permit of, for it was not dried, but quite fresh, taken from the tree that very morning.

The bark being sufficiently pounded, it was taken out of the Poloon and put into the Brass Kettle above mentioned, which I was assured did not contain anything pure and clean water.

Here it remained for a while in order, as I supposed, that all virtue, power and strength contained in the bark, should be drawn out and communicated to the water—In the meantime several transactions took place, which I shall relate in order as they were performed.

In the first place the Headman of the Guard on the making of the red water rose and advancing towards the delinquent stopped opposite to him at a very little distance. Here he held a long speech to him, which he seemed to deliver with a cool steady and deliberate mind, without that affected zeal, that noisy vehemence and those ridiculous gestures, which disgraced the performances of the Other Orators. I did not understand a word of what he said. But I should imagine, that he repeated the indictment, stated the case with all its circumstances, and
admonished the accused not to drink the water, if he was guilty, but exhort ed him on the contrary to shew himself an Hero, in case he was Innocent, and so on—Before he began his speech, he took out of his po cket a red Colah, I believe a whole one, and having taken a bite of it himself, which he shewed and swallowed, he gave the rest to the delin quent who also shewed and swallowed it—As being no chief he was not permitted to use the sacred Parlaver-broom or brush—During the whole speech, there was a man of the guard standing behind the delinquent, and turning his back towards the speaker's face and the back of the delinquent, finished every sentence of the speaker with a word, that signifies the same as our Amen or it is true.

As soon as the Speaker had ended his discourse, he withdrew and sat down on his former place ... But then began the delinquent himself to speak, in order as I was told, to clear himself of the crime laid to his charge, and to prove his innocence, which would appear more evidently by his drinking the red-water without the least hesitation, as he was convinced, it would not do him the least injury ... The assembly seemed not displeased with his defence, tho' pretty long, they listened to with attention and patience.

After he had finished, the man, who had before pounded the bark and put into the Brass Kettle, began to take it up out of the water ...--He took the pounded bark and squeezed it with all his might between the hands, in order that all the water contained in it, might run out in the kettle, and at the same time he rolled it into oblong balls as large as a fist, which he laid down on the Banana Leaves, one near the other. And this operation he continued till there was no bark left in the water.
Then he took the whisk and beat it uninterruptedly, till it began to lather so much, that I saw the froth above the edges of the Kettle. This circumstance made me quite astounded, for I had not expected to find such a virtue in the redwater bark, which I had hitherto only considered as emetic, and powerful cathartic. But being at the same time of a sapenaceous nature seems rather inconsistent, for the latter quality commonly destroys the former two. The case must therefore be this. Either operates the red water only as to its quantity taken and that differently according to different constitutions; or do they secretly put some emetic into the water. But as everything seems to be administered very fairly and in so open a manner, that any body may discover, whether there is committed any roguish trick, or not; I can not conceive, how it might be possibly done, if the emetic substance should not be put beforehand into the mortar or the clean water contained in the brass Kettle, these being the only two things I could not examine myself nor did I see any body else do it. --But be this as it may, it is an undeniable fact, that the red water produces a lather like soap, and that the effect or consequence of drinking it, is vomiting or purging.

The water, which a person accused of a capital crime, is obliged to drink according to the African custom, is called Red water over the whole coast, at least hereabouts and to the northward. From this denomination one would naturally expect to find either the bark or the water or both of a red colour; but no such thing, for though the bark has sometimes and in some places a faint tincture of a pale red, you won't observe the least of it in the water. And therefore I do not understand what might have been the origin and cause of this improper name.
As soon as the culprit had finished his speech, there was adduced by Beaver Tom some Grigris contained in a leather bag, and which I believe consisted chiefly of some new cut and fresh twigs of certain plants. This bag being laid upon the ground before the accused at some distance from him, Beaver performed a religious or rather superstitious ceremony in consacrating the Grigris by strewing some flour of Indian corn on them and in a circular form on both sides at a great distance, and at the same time delivering a long speech or speaking continually during the whole operation.

Grigris so consecrated are considered more holy than before and by them the Culprits are to swear, whose oaths are then regarded as more binding than otherwise; just in the same way as the Bible is used in taking oaths by the Christian. When Beaver Tom had performed his office, the Culprit began to speak, swearing by his consecrated Grigris, that he would speak truths and was willing to undergo the trial by drinking the red-water, as he knew, that it could not hurt him being innocent.

The water being cleaned from all bark and properly beaten by the wisk, some of the Chiefs and several other persons arose and went to see, whether the water was properly made, pure and genuine, as it was now considered as ready made. And after them having unanimously testified their approbation of it, the Headman of the Culprits Guard arose to consecrate this water by making a speech over it ... (and) he followed a usual custom in striking the Kettle a certain number of times with each of the sticks.

Having gone through all the sticks and finished his speech, the Chiefs gave signal, every thing now being ready for the beginning of the
most essential and most serious part of this water ordeal. The Director spoke then to one of the attendants to administer the water to the Culprit, who had hitherto stood upon some cross sticks immovable turning his face towards the South or S.S.E., as I have observed above; but now when he was going to begin the drinking, he moved and set himself up in the towermost cross stick between the two posts, which I have mentioned above was put together in some shape of a chair, at least so that he could use the lower cross stick as a seat and have support for the back of the upper one. He now turned his face towards the East or the E.N.E.

Being thus seated, the man, who was appointed to administer the water, and who now for a beginning was the same that had prepared it, took a large Calabash measuring about a pint filled it quite full with the prepared water, leaving only some few drops on the bottom which the administrator of it in order that the ordeal should be performed fairly, poured out on the ground, so openly and slowly that every man present could see, that the Calabash was quite empty. He then filled another, and so on uninterruptedly, till he had consumed five, then he wished for some respite, which being granted, he directly began to puke and threw up a great deal of water, after some vain efforts and violent convulsive motions of the muscles of the Belly, which were evidently seen from without, and must have tortured him internally with excruciating pains.

After a short pause he desired the man to give him some more water and then he drank five full Calabashes again, but not so fast and uninterruptedly as the five first. For he stopped now a little at each or every second Calabash, reaching and vomiting very often more or less, commonly with muscular convulsions in the stomach.
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... Sr. Domingo arose, went to the place, took the whisk and began to speak in an animated voice. He seemed to employ all his endeavours, all art and cunning, all possible efforts, all strength of arguments and reasoning, shortly all means and devices his natural skill and acquired abilities could afford or furnish him with, to put the Culprit in fear and make him despondent, and to convince the assembled multitude, that he was guilty of the capital crime he was accused of. He therefore not being satisfied with the Timany (Temne) Grigris, or thinking them not powerful enough, let his own, or Portuguese Grigris, be brought forward and put near to the former; and spoke over them alternatively for a good while.

(The Culprit) drank now and then a Calabash of redwater, and when he had taken the 10th, he vomited abundantly throwing up a great quantity of water and at last there came out some thing which at the distance I sat seemed on the ground where it fell to resemble white froth, and on my asking what it was, I got for an answer that it was a part of the half Cola he had been eating before the commencement of the trial, that he now began to shew his innocence and that he consequently could hope to go through his trial without any detrimental accident.

As soon as this part of the Cola was thrown up, many of the assembled people, and principally all the chief men, arose and went to look at it, several of them at the same time uttering some few words which I was told implied, that tho' it was the true Colah he had vomited still it was not a sufficient portion to shew that degree of innocence, that he could yet be released, but he must first drink some more water. And accordingly he set about it again ... and at the end of it threw up a greater portion of Colah, which being observed, Jemmy Queen stood up and
spoke some few words to him, purporting as I understood, that he had now shown enough of his innocence to be at some liberty, and that he could therefore now descend from his seat, go home and take some rest.

Then came an old woman, and spoke to the Culprit in a very decent and emphatic manner. Her speech was rather short, which being finished there came two young women running out from the female crowd towards the Culprit, accusing him for bad behavior to the sex in general and them in particular as he had not done his duty and given them full satisfaction, speaking rather indecently but in few words. They had neither the whisk in the hand, nor did they seem to make so much ceremony of it as the other speakers. They were only forced according to the usual custom to confess openly their secret opinion about the Culprit, for at such occasions every body present man or woman who has any thing against the person who stands his trial, must come forward and publicly accuse him of it. This is the law of the Country.

During these speeches of the women, the Culprit took two or three calabashes of water. It did not do any effect before they had retired, and then he vomited very violently, and at last threw up a great portion of Colâh, than he did the first time; which being observed, several went to look at it, but Jemmy Queen approaching nearer, spoke some few words to the Culprit, purporting as I understood, that he had now shown enough of his innocence to be set at some liberty, and that he could therefore now descend from his seat, go home and take some rest.

Accordingly, he descended, shaked himself as a wet foul stretched out all his limbs and very unexpectedly began in a moment to run as fast
as he ever could, towards Prince George's town, which when the people saw, they gave up a terrible shout, and ran after him as if they had been mad, particularly the Chiefs, who by their violent endeavours, soon outstripped all the others and became the foremost, next to the Culprit, keeping close to his heels, bellowing, roaring, howling all the while, till they reached their goal. We then found as before the trial, the women in one place or house, and the men dispersed about in several, walking or seated, silent or discoursing, and in the middle of them the Culprit in the same undress taking exercise by walking, running, and jumping in order to prevent any bad effect of his drinking so much water and of other restraints during the trial by sitting or standing immovable for so long a while.

I enquired what might be the meaning of their running so fast after the Culprit, their shrieking and crying, and what it now was to become of him, whether his trial was over and he sat at perfect liberty as found innocent, or whether he was to be kept in custody still longer, as having not yet fulfilled all the laws required—To the first I got for answer, that it was a custom of the Country to cry and run after a culprit to prevent him from any evacuation during the way, for in that case the trial should turn out abortive, and the Culprit be found guilty in a certain degree—And as to his present situation, they said, he was only released from the hardest or most difficult part of the trial, that he may have the opportunity of taking some rest and getting a necessary relaxation, but he was still in some sort of confinement, and they were to watch him narrowly till day light and the following morning, in order that they should see themselves and so be able to convince others, that
he had really vomited up the whole Coläh before that time without any other evacuation.

During the whole trial the assembled multitude behaved with greater propriety order and decorum, than I had expected. Every one set quite still and attentive on what was going forward very seldom any body spoke or made the smallest noise but who had a right and observed his due time ... The people who set or stood in semicircles confabulated also together rather too loud and sometimes too much. And we Europeans were in this regard as bad as any body else.